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The Ethlcs of Conjoined Twlns

Judy Alkoby

Sometimes life presents interesting challenges, which

question our ethical beliefs. Often, the answers are not easy and

are dependent on various factors. ln the case ofconjoined twins,

is it ethical to termioate the life of one twin in order to save the

life of the other? Should nahre be allowed to nm its course?

Should the advance of science and technological studies be used

to save conjoined twins? Religious leaders and doctors have

struggled with th€se questions and continue to search for

lnswers.

One of the fundamental rules of Jewish law is that it is

prohibited to sacrifice one life for another. Among the

cxccptions to this rule is the termination of a fetus in order to

rrvc the life of its mother. Another exception is the killing of a

purrucr who is threatening to take the life of a yictim. At first

this law would seem to imply that one is not allowed to

thc life of a conjoined twin in order to spare the life of

liowever, the aforementioned exceptions to this rule

l critical role in the case of conjoined twins. After a

cx[mination of these two exceptions, it becomes

thcrc arc instances in which the life of one twin can

in order to save th€ life ofthe other.

4
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f lre lrcrrnissibility to kill a fetus ,,r atero to preserye the

ltlr ol thc tnolhcr has relevance to the case of conjoined tw.ins.

'I lrc llnbylonian Talmud in Tractate Oi alot, Chapter 'l , states:

lf a woman is in difliculty during childbirth, it is

permissible to perform an embryotomy because the

mother's life takes precedence oyer the life ofthe fetus.

If the majority of the fetus has emerged, we do not

touch the fetus because one may not take one life in

order to save another.

According to Jewish law, the fetus is entirely dependent on the

mother and is not considered a legal person until its birth.

Therefore, the Talmud commands that the life of the morher

takes priority over the fetus whose real source offetal life is from

the mother. Consequently, it is necessary to terminate the life of
the fetus. However, once birth has taken place, the child is able

to breathe independently and is treated as a separate entity from

the mother. The chitd is given the same rights as an adult,

including the right to life. The Babylonian Talmud, Tractate

Sanhedrin (72b) states that the child is not considered a pwsuer,

even though the child is threatening the mother,s life, since

"Heaven is the pursuer." In other words, the child has no intent

ofanacking the mother ald is therefore not considered a pursuer.

lt the Mishne Torah (Laws of Murder 1:9), Maimonidies adds

that the child does not qualii, as a pursuer because ,,this is the
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rxrtural cvent of our wodd." Maimonides's comment reinforces

thc Talmud's assertion that the child has no confol over his

rrctions and is therefore not a pursuer.

ln many instances of conjoined twins, analysis shows

lhnt one twin, much like the fetus in lhe Mishnah, has no

indcpendent ability to survive. Rabbi Moshe Feinstein was once

prcsented a case ofconjoined twins who shared a six-chambered

hcart and a conjoined liver. Only one twin would be able to

survive. After doctors tested the twins, a circulatory defect was

lbund in Baby A. This defect would make it impossible for Baby

A to survive without the assistance of Baby B. In other words,

Baby A had no independent ability to survive. Furthermore,

Baby A was tbrcatening the tife of Baby B, making it vital to

terminate Baby A to save the life of Baby B. Rabbi Feinstein

determined that it was permissible to kitl Baby A in order to save

Baby B. However, Baby A was not technically considered a

pursuer since the baby had no intent to harm and was simply

behaving in the "natural way of the world".r It was permissible

to kill Baby A based on another concept in Jewish law which is

discussed in the Babylonian Talmud in Tractzte Sanhedrin (72b)

and in .Rasri's (Rabbi Shlomo Itzchaki) cornmentary regarding

the case of Sheva ben Bichri recorded in Samuel II (20:22):

There was an evil man named Sheva ben Bichri....and

he said, "I have no allegiance to David HaMelech (i.e.,
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In the case of the conjoined twins, this implies that it

would be ethical to sacdfice Baby A since the baby is a singled

out individual that is threatening the lives of both babies. Reish

Lakish (a Talmudic sage) qualifies this ruling by saying that this

only applies if one is guilty of the death penalty, as was Sheva

ben Bichri who rebelled against the king. Although there was no

ruling of the Jewish courts that Baby A deserved the death

pcnalty, there was an edict from G-d that this baby could not

live. Despite all the surgical efforts, Baby A would die and was

classihed as if she were Sheva ben Bichri for whom there was no

hope. After a complete and thorough investigation in Jewish law,

it is evident that it can be permissible to sacrifice one conjoined

(win to save the life ofthe other in certain cases.r

The Roman Catholic Church believes that it is unethical

to terminate the life of one twin in order to save the other.2

There was once a case of conjoined twins who were brought to

England. The parents of the twins were devout Roman Catholics

and were opposed to killing one of the twins. "We believe that

nature should take its course. If it's G-d's will that both our

children should not suwive, then so be it." However, the hospital

took the case to court pleading that saving one of the twins

would be morally preferred to losing both. Archbishop Cormac

Murphy-O'Connor, head of the Catholic Church of England and

8

he led a rebellion against King David). Yoav,s men

chased after him, and they came to a town and laid siege

to it. Yoav announced to the townspeople, .,Sheva 
ben

Bichri has raised his hands against David HaMelech.

Send him out of your town, for he is the one that is

guilty, and I will then withdraw my forces fiom the

siege." A woman responded to Yoav, ,.Behold, here is

his head which I am throwing to you next to the walls of
the city."

This entire story is cited in detail in Jerusalem Talmud, Tractate

Terumot (47i1). A legal ruling derived from Sheva ben Bichri,s

case is applied there to a case concerning a caravan of Jews

surrounded by hostile enemies. The enemies were threatening to

kill all the Jews, but offered a deal: "lf you will give us one of
you so that we may do as we will with him and ki[ him, then you

can all go free. Ifnot we will kill you all."

The Talmud there rules that it is forbidden to hand over

one Jewish life to the enemies, even at the risk of forfeiting all

their lives. I{ however, the enemies had singled out one

individual against whom they had some complaint, as specified:

"Give us /ris mar\" just as in the case of Sheva ben Bichri, the

legal ruling states that he must be hrmed ov to the enemies so

that the entire caravan will be saved.
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Wales, submifted a statement to the court ofappeals in which he

said:

Though the duty to preserve life is a serious duty, no

such duty exists when the only available means of

preserving life involves a grave injustice. ln this case, if
what is envisaged is the killing of, or a deliberate lethal

assault on, one of the twins, Mary, in order to save the

other, Jodie, then there is a grave injustice involyed.2

Alice D. Dredger, a Michigan State University medical

historian agrees with this decision of the Roman Catholic

Church. She reasons that, "When it comes to cases in which one

of the twins must be 'sacrificed,' it is ethically wrong to take one

life so another may live." She argues that it is unethicat to kill a

conscious person, given that one would not do that in any other

case. She also states, "lt is unethical to treat children with

unusual anatomies according to a different set of ethical

guidelines than other children." Dredger agrees to the separation

of very young twins provided that the surgery is simple enough

and that it does not result in the death or long-term disability of

one of the twins. She points out that separation surgeries in

which one of the twins is sacrificed have never proven to be

successful. At least nine have been attempted and not one has

resulted in along-term, healthy suwivor. "In all ofthe cases, the

intentionally sacrificed twin died," she says. "But, notably, in not

9
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a single case has the twin chosen to survive ever actually

survived to go home or even live fiee ofa ventilator."l

Dr. Dennis P. Hollinger takes yet another stance

rcgarding the case of conjoined nvins. Dr. Hollinger is Vice

Provost, College Pastor, and Professor of Christian Ethics at

Mcssiah College in Grantham, Pennsylvania and Fellow of The

Center for Bioethics and Human Dignity. He claims that based

on five different propositions, it is ethical to terminate the life of

one twin in order to save the other.a

His fint proposition is that the intention behind

separating the twins is not to kill, but to save the life of a human

being. Given the doctor's best judgment that neither twin will

live without the separation, this is an attempt to save one human

life in the midst of a very unfortunate situation. Dr. Holtinger

states:

The surgical separation to saye one life is analogous to

an ectopic pregnancy in which a child is growing in the

fallopian tube of a mother, rather than in her uterus. ln

such cases, a failure to operate and remove the child

will almost certainly result in the death of both mother

and child. Removing the child will indeed result in the

loss of precious life, but it allows one [the mother] to

live rather than allowing both to die.a

t0
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The Roman Catholic moral tradition allows for such

actions through the doctrine of double effect, which dictates:

"When an action has two effects, one intended ard the other

unintended, the intended effect ca[ies the moral weight." Other

taditions have argued on similar grounds, noting that intentions

must be considered in the diflicult choices one must sometimes

make. In the case of conjoined twins, the intention behind the

sugical separation is to presewe one human life, since it appears

clear that neither twin would live without the procedure.a

The second proposition is that one twin would already

be dead if it was not connected to its twin. Legal specialists have

debated whether a twin dependent on the other twin meets the

criteria of legal life. In most instances, the factual data regarding

the situation clearly confirms that one twin would not be alive if
it was not conjoined. Barring a miracle, the dependent fwin has

no possibility of continuing to live whether it remains joined or

separated to its twin. Dr. Hollinger explains:

Ethical decisions must always incorporate factual or

empidcal judgrents about the situation at hand. Our

moral norms do not arise from the facts of a case, but

such facts ought to be considered vr'hen determining

how to apply our norms. Factual realities often shed

light on what courses of action are feasible and

infeasible for a particular case. In this case the facts

ll
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scem clear: Mary [a conjoined twin] would not be alive

il'she were notjoined to her sister, and she will not live

if she remainsjoined to her.a

Thc third proposition is that preserving one human life

tr l)cllor than preserving none. In mary cases, the act of

rclrrrnting the conjoined twins will increase the likelihood that

orc livcs, white allowing them to remain joined will almost

r'crtuinly ensure that neither lives. Some oppose the sugical

proccdure on the grounds that it seems to be "plalng G-d"-

rlce itling who will live and who witl die. While the death of one

twrn would be tragic, choosing the course of action with this

rxrli)rtunate result may be the best alternative. One must seek to

rrplxrld the value and dignity of human life; acting to preserve

,rrrc litb is better than failing to preserve either.a

The fourth proposition is that when one can preserve

lrurnan life, one has a moral obligation to do so, "even if
rrriraculous intervention could possibly be a means of

prcscrvation." Dr. Holtinger believes that while some support a

rx,n-intervention approach on the grounds that G-d could

intcrvene with a miracle to preserve the lives ofboth, one cannot

hase one's actions on the expectation of a miracle. One can pray

l'or a miracle, but should not depend on it since "miracles of this

natue are not the everyday experience." He further notes:

t2
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G-d has created human beings, made in his image, to be

stewards over the created world. This sometimes entails

making diflicult choices, even ofa life and death nature.

While we should never act 10 cause death, thousands of
decisions are made daily in hospitals arrd nursing homes

to legitimately withdraw treatment from terminal

patients and allow divine providence and nature to take

their course. Of course, families could_and sometimes

do-refuse to make that decision, hoping that G-d will
yet intervene 10 perform a miracle. However, rarely do

such miracles occur. Thus, families commonly make

their moral decisions within a framework of
stewardship, reyerence for life, and an understanding of
the cycle oflife which ends in physical death.a

Dr. Hollinger concludes that the choice to separate conjoined

twins is the right moral choice. He adds that holding out hope

that G-d could perform a miracle does not negate the

responsibility to preserve human life when it appears likely that
neither twin will survive unless one takes action. Separating

conjoined twins is not a rejection of divine power, but a humble

recognition that G-d has created us to be moral agents who must

sometimes make difficult choices in a ,,finite, fallen world.,,
Though a miracle is always possible, one should not let such a

13
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Irty ovclritlc taking action which could preserve the life of

Ihc liflh proposition is that the consequences of our

rr complex ethical dilemmas are not submissions to

ttrrr,rrrsnr in which the ends justihes the means." Dr.

rrp, r rlctincs utilitaxianism as "a social calculus which fails

tr,,r,t,rrrzc thc intrinsic goodness and value of each human

" llc undcrstands that rnany argue that one should never do

I ntt l|r order to achieve good, and agrees that they are

rlatlrrrly right to reject a moral decision based on the grounds of

tllllllIrlrnism. Dr. Hollinger states:

ln cach of these frameworks we come to the decision

with norms and predispositions fiom beyond the molal

situation itself. When our normative fiameworks do not

in themselves letd immediate cladty on what to do, it

is sometimes wise to examine the potential results of

our action. This does not push p nciples, virtues ol

theological paradigms to a back seat, but rather applies

them in conjunction with the expected results of each

course ofaction that we might take.4

('hoosing to surgically separate the conjoined twins will tikely

rcsult in one twin living and the other dfing, though one will not

livc with either course ofaction. Dr. Hollinger affirms that such a

rlccision is not rooted in the geatest good for the greatest

14
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number of people. It is rooted in clear affirmations that life is

precious and ought to be preserved, that G-d is providentially

involved in all humaa affairs, and that G-d sometimes calls us to

make difficult choices in the midst of complexity and even

tragedy. Considering the anticipated results of surgical

separation, which one twin will live and the other will die, is still

acting within the "confines of the biblical story and within a

commitment to the dignity and value of all human life." lt is not

subject to the utilitarian endsjustifies the means ethic.a

The case of conjoined twins presents a classic example

of moral complexity where the ethical course of action is not

irnnediately clear. Complex ethical situations involve opposing

principles, virtues, and theological or world view paradigms.

They generally involve competing interest groups, each making

legal and moral claims, and often embody rivaling sets offacts or

empirical judgments about the case at hard. When confronted

with a morally complex situation, one should never assume that

one choice is as valid as another. Rather, one must recognize

that even if armed with moral absolutes or universals the ethical

choice is difficult, sometimes tagic, and always cause for great

humility. In complex dilemmas such as this in which one may not

be able to choose the absolute moral good, one should seek the

wisest resolution to the most grievous and trying dilemma.
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lv krxrwn as PGD. This technique involves creating

,r rr;r laboratory setting through in-vitro fertilization

llrrrl sclccting the embryos of a chosen sex to be implanted

thr. rt(rus. The third and newest means by which gender

rnty bc performed is by sperm selection.l

Whilc there are a numbff of ways to carry out sperm

u. one popular method is called "MimoSort." This

rqrrc was originally used for reproduction in livestock but a

r ol ycars ago the Genetics and IVF Institute, whose main

txl laboratodes are located in Fairfax, Virginia, modified

lhlr prrccss for humans. MicroSort relies on the fact that

lyrxx)spcrm, or sperm bearing X chromosomes, contains 2.8

psr(cnl more DNA angiosperm, or sperm bearing Y

rhronrosomes. The entire sample of sperm is teated with a

lhlrrcsccnt dye and a laser light is then shined onto the

:pccrrncn. Since the DNA is what activates the dye and

Iylnrospeffn contains more DNA, scientists are then able to

rclnrrotc the two forms of sperm based on the amount of dye that

thcy have activated. The sperm that produces the child of the

rlcsircd sex can then be used to fertilize eggs and embryos can be

rplanted in tlle uterus.

It is universally agreed that performing sex selection

through the employment of infanticide, or kilting of babies who

rrrc not of a desired sex, is ethically wrong.2 However much

l8

Gender Selection
Chava Fischer

While it may seem to be a recent technological

development, the concept of choosing the sex of one,s child,

rather than leaving it purely up to chance, dates back to ancient

times. The Talmud discusses various permissible methods that

can increase the chances of having a child of one particular sex.

These include timing of inlercourse, practices during intercourse

and special diets (Babylonian Talmud., Tactate Niddah 25b,2ga,

3la, 31b, Tractate Gitin 57a).

Modem science and technology have since come up

with more scientific methods of gender selection. However,

along with the introduction of new methods come new ethical

dilemmas. This article will attempt to address the different forms

of gender selection that are available, the reasons people seek to

implement these procedures and the many ethical consequences,

both from the secular and Jewish viewpoints, that arise in the

process.

There are now a few scientific ways to perform sex

selection. Firstly, an ultrasound or other forms of prenatal

diagnosis may be performed on a fetus in utero to determine the

baby's sex and subsequently, the fetus may be aborted if it is not

of the desired gender. A second method of gender selection that

is available is pre-implantation genetic diagnosis, more

t7
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contoversy exists regarding whether there are other stages of
reproduction at which gender selection would be moralty sound.

Abortion has been a widely debated bioethical issue ever since

Roe vs. Wade in 1973. In addition, while most car see a clear

difference between aborting a fetus and discarding unwanted

sperm, the distinction between preconception sperm sorting and

post-conception PGD is more subtle and is surrounded bv much

debate.

Nevertheless, before the ethical grounds for gender

selection tecbnique can be evaluated, one must understand the

various reasons a couple would decide to undelgo this process

and consider such reasons when deducing its ethical

ramihcations. One incentive for parents to resort to the methods

of sex selection would be in order to prevent the chances of
having offspring witl severe genetic disorders. There are

hundreds of X-linked genetic diseases, such as hemophilia and a

variety of forms of muscular dystrophy. The probability of a

male fetus inh€riting the disease is higher than that of a female

fetus due to the fact that males only have one X chromosome.

Sex selection enables modem society to assure that couples who

are carriers of X linked genetic diseases have female children

and eliminate the chances of giving birth to males with the

genetic disorder.3

19
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Anrrlc liom medical reasons such as the prevention of

h rlnctscs, other advantages of sex selection include

lrr. sociul and cultural considerations. In many countries,

nr lrrrliu and China, male children are preferred either for

Illt( rcasons or for the purpose of carrying on the family

Lrl(, lr r(ldition, population growth in China is so explosive

lht tl| lr)79 the country instituted a one-child policy.a Daughters

llf vr(wc(l as economic burdens because they cannot pedorm

l1l rlrrrc amount of physical labor as men and because they

Itrlllrc (low es. Consequently, couples in these countries rnay

hrrl to scx selection to assue them the birth of a son. Studies

rlxrw tlrnt due to widespread sex selection in these countdes,

Iru;,u gcnder imbalances have occurred and between sixty and

orrr. hundred million women are "missing" fiom the world

krrIty.r

Family balancing is one more motivation for parents to

rr.ly on the techniques of sex selection. For instance, if a couple

llrcady has four sons and they would like a daughter, sex

nclcction would seem like a good option to Suarantee that their

ncxt child will in fact be a girl.5

Thus in debating the issue of sex selection, the various

rc0soning and techniques are important in deciding when and

what sort of sex selection is ethical. While some ethicists may

not see a difference in any of the cases, many do deem certain

20
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situations of sex selection permissible based on the motivations

and method under which the procedure is performed.

There are a number of ethical arguments in favor of sex

selection. Fi$tly, a child ofthe "correct" sex may benefit from a

higher quality of tife in a situation where parents prefer one

gender over the other. In addition, mothers may also achieve

superior quality of life due to sex selection since they will not

have to undergo many pregnancies and births to bear the child or

children of the sex they desire. Sex selection may even prevent

husbands from abusing their wives for not conceiving children of
a certain gender.r Tangentially, it is ludicrous for a man to

criticize a woman for bearing the wrong gender child considering

the fact that it is ultimately the father's genetic contribution that

decides the baby's sex. Finally, many argue that a beneht of
gender selection may be a lower population, an advantage for

countries where high birth rates are causing economic and social

distress. Thus assuming that people have preconceived wishes

about the genders of their children, if people could program the

genders of their children before they are bom, they witl not just

reproduce by trial and eror until they give birth to the children

ofthe gendets they desire.3

While there are many benefits tlat sex selection can

potentially provide, these techniques also carry many dangers

and disadvantages. Ethicists claim that sex selection only

2t
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trlllh'r(cs thc idea of gender inequality by blatantly preferring

onr H(x 1o thc other. American society is constantly working to

Itrrlrlrrlc si.:x discrimination in all aspects oflife and by altowing

1r'rllk'r' sclcction techniques to run mmpant, we would be

:lrur[thcning sexist mentalities. Secondly, many bioethicists

t,lllrl.lzc sax selection by claiming that it is &Tong to use medical

Irrx crlurcs that are meant to prevent the continuation of genetic

rlxr,.rrscs fbr purposes as mundane as the satisfaction of parents'

gr.rr,lcr prcferences.r In addition, there is the fear that if parents

h.(.1 lhat they can program the sex of their children, they may

rturt rnanipulating other kinds of traits to their liking and

rcprrrluction will be a made-to-order concept.5

When faced with the question of whether or not one

wrrrrld support the idea of sex selection, many people indignantly

nrswcr that they feel it is thei dght to make decisions regaxding

tlrcir o\,,n procreation and family structure. At least, they claim,

thc option shoutd be available.r However, this self-seeking

[rcntality is not entirely an accurate representation ofthe issue at

Iuud. Sex selection may in fact lead to gender imbalances,

hrtving negative effects on all of society. A higher percentage of

rrrrrlcs brings higher crime rates, increased prostitution, and

numerous other negatiye extemalities. Thus while parents may

locl they have a right to make choices for their own family, the

22
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decision to wrdergo gender selection does aflect others and
societal benefit must be considered as well.6

In 1996, the American College of Obstetricians and
Gyrecology (ACOG) criticized the use of sex selection for non-
medical pu4toses because it in
the killing orembryo., 

"o"",r", ltJot offi: ;HJ:i:::
did agree that there may be room for exception in certain isolated
cases.6

The American Society for Reproductive Medicine
(ASMR) reached the conclusion that sex selection for medical
purposes is ethical. However, the society raised many moral
issues regarding pGD and sperm sorting as a means of gender
selection for non-medical purposes such as gender biases and
imbalances, as well as the misuse of medical procedures.
Nevertheless, in 2001, the ASMR loosened its suspicions of
sperm sorting ard pGD even for purposes as mundane as family
balancing. Since 2001, however, the ASMR has once again
changed its mind stating that while sperm sorting may be an
ethical way of performing sex selection, pGD involves
discarding of embryos and thus presents more concern fiom aa
ethical perspective.6

The United Kingdom has banned sex selection for non_
medically related purposes.5 While no legislation has been
passed in the United States, the president,s Council on Bioethics

23

r,.rl tlrc issua on a number ofoccasions. The committee

thrl scx selection for the purpose of preventing

rlrnr.rrses is morally sound. However, in 1983 this group

,lrrxrsing gender for preference and agreed that sex

hy nrniocentesis is "morally suspect" as such

lx.n nrly cncouage sex discrimination, conditional love

r,lrrl,i, rr hy parents, and the desire to design other traits in

rrrlnnls. Nevertheless. because there are cases that demand

rr.ttction, the council decided against public policy

rrrli rlrcsc tcchniques. This discussion recently reswfaced

lit lhc president's council and yet again the arguments for

|lll rprinst sex selection were merely discussed and no decisive

hlll lction was taken.6

Thus it is apparent that as yet no clear or uniform policy

arlilr flmong bioethicists as to what conditions and forms of sex

mlcction are considered ethical. Similarly, there is much

r,ortrovcrsy about this concept in the field of Jewish bioethics as

wcll. A range of rabbinic authorities present varying views

rcglrding what practices may be acceptable in different cases

whr:n it comes to gendfl selection. However, these discussions

nrcrcly revolve around the methods of PGD and sperm selection,

rincc according to all halachic (Jewish legal) authorities,

$borting a fetus merely because of gender preference is

prohibited without a doubt.T
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A number of issues arise within Judaism when the

question is posed about the ethical ramifications of choosing

gender. Firstly, the first commandment in the Bible is that ofp'rr
ar va (be fiuitful and muttipty). The Mishnah h Yevamot (6:6)

cites a dispute between Hillel and Shammai regarding what this

commandment constitutes. Hillel explains that the requitement is

to bear one male child and one female child, white Shammai

argues t}rat the obligation is to bear two males. Practically the

opinion of Hillel is followed, as is the general rule.

Consequently, would it be permissible for couples to seek the aid

of sex selection in order to fulfill the commardment of p'ru

ar vr? Furthermore, would it be required for Jewish couples to

actively pursue and exhaust alt possible methods in order to

discharge this obligation?

Rabbi Moshe Feinstein clarifies that the commandment

of p'ru ur'yu is not goal oriented but rather process oriented. A

man is required to do his part and attempt to have children by

getting married and having intercourse. The obligation of having

one boy and one girl is merely the point at which a man has

dispelled his biblical requirement. In this case, it is the effort that

counts. The final results, whether a couple actually gives birth to

a child of each sex, is up to G-d and is not within the realm of

man's control. Consequently there would be no reason to employ

PGD or MicroSort to fulfill the requireme nt of p'ru ur'w.8
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llowcver, other rabbinic authorities hold that p'ra ur'w

ly lrrllillod by obtaining results, by having a boy and a girl.

lcss, Rabbi Shlomo Zalman Auerbach explains that one

rxrt hitvc to go out of his way financially or cause himself

r ll plin in order to fuIfill this corrunandment, as would be

r,nrt.wilh methods such as gender selection.8

l{abbi Moshe Tendler, a well-known rabbinic autho ty,

r rrnrl bioethicist, explains that sex selection done for the

ol p ru ur'tu may it fact be counterproductive. People may

Irr, gcndcr selection to produce one boy and one gill and

h,(( qrcntly ccase to procreate because they feel that they have

llrllrll('(l (hcir religious obligation. Yet, we must keep in mind

llrlt two children of different sexes is the minimum amount to

firllrll thc commandment A &op in birthrate seems to be t}le

r1r;rrsitc of what G-d had in mind when He commanded us to

"lr liuitlul and multiply."e

Anolher halachic question in reference to sex selection

lr tlrc issue of hashchat(rt zerah, the destruction or waste of

rpcrnr. Rabbi J. David Bleich states that many forms of fertility

trurlrnant potentially utilize all sperm, either in actuality or as

hnckups, and therefore this does not constitute hashchotat

,.,.rirh."' However, when performing sex selection, half the

r|crrn is useless from the start. Thus it would seem that the
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prohibition of destroying reproductive material applies in this

case,8

In his commentary Nishmat Avrqhqm ot the Shulchan

Aruch (Code of Jewish Law), Dr. Abraham S. Abralmm quotes

the opinion of Rabbi Shlomo Zalmaa Aurbach, a foremost

rabbinic authority. Rabbi Awbach discussed a case where a

couple that has already fulfilled its obligation ofprocreation but

wants to continue to have children either to fulfill the

commandment of shevet (to populate the earth) or because the

wife is psychologically troubled by the fact that they do not have

more children. In this case, the couple would be allowed to

submit sperm counts to aid in their continued procreation.

Although sperm counts result in the physical wasting of
reproductive rnatedal, Rabbi Aurbach explains that since it is for

an honorable cause it is not under the category of hashch(ltat

zerqh. Dr. Abraham then asked Rabbi Aurbach whether sex

selection would be in the same category as sperm counts and

artificial insemination since all of them involve discarding of
sperm? Rabbi Awbach answered that the problem with sex

selection is Dot hqshchatat zerah. Rather, he quotes a passage

from the Babylonian Talmud, Tractate I erachot (10) that cites a

conversation between King Hezekiah and the prophet Isaiah.

Hezekiah proclaims that he does not want to have any children

because he saw in the future that the evil Manasseh will come
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Irrrrr. lsaiah answers that man cannot get involved in G-d's

rurrrl hc must still fulfill the cornmandment of procreation.

l'hu. l(lhbi Shlomo Zalman Auerbach concludes that the

pohh.rrr with sperm selection is that mar is not supposed to

tlrhy t i tl" and get involved in aspects such as the gender of a

lhlhl llowcver, Rabbi Auerbach states, there is room for

,trrptr(xr when a couple is a carrier for a sex-linked genetic

lllr..urc irnd through gender selection they may prevent the birth

rrr lllcctcd child.rr

'l'here is also a hqlachic concept of not causing oneself

ruruhrc pirin or risk. Rabbi Moshe Feinstein hotds that unlikle

lfrtrlrly trcatment where the pain is for a medical purpose and

llu.(,lirrc allowed, undergoing sex selection to serve one's

;rr.rsrrrral prcferences may not be permitted halachically. In

rrrlrlrlrrrrr, Rabbi Feinstein writes in lggerot Moshe (Orach Chaim

I'x)) that while intervening with the reproductive process for

rrrerlicirl reasons is acceptable, it may be halachically

yohlcmatic to use medical procedues for non-medical

lntrposcs.ll

Thus, Rabbi Joshua Flug concludes in his

cornprehensive article on the topic of gender selection tlut since

crreh case is different, there cannot be at ovenidirLg halachic

rrrling. Judaism rnaintains the advantage ofreliance ot hqlachic
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authorities and thus allows for each case to be

individually and for appropriate action to follow.8

In 1902, John Beard of the University
proclaimed, "Any interference with or alteration of
determination of sex is absolutely beyond human

Modem science and tecbnology has proven Beard wrong

these advances have geatly improved medicine and

featment. However, misuse and perversion of science

sometimes have devastating effects on society,s values and

difficulties for future generations. perhaps if society would
again view children as gifts rather than made_to_order obj

mary of the negative externalities that accompany these

miraculous treatrnents would cease to exist.
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Tampering with the Human Genome: Ethical
Perspectives on Genetic Therapy

Michetle Goldberg

Science fiction writers have long imagined a future

world in which people are genetically engineered to have

superhuman stength, intelligence, or other abilities. Such genetic

manipulation is far beyond curent technical possibilities, yet the

ethical questions raised by genetic therapy, such as the moralitlr

of creating a smarter human, have sparked considerable debate

over the past several decades. Although there is some

disagreement among Jewish rabbinical authorities, most agree

that at least certain forms of genetic therapy are sanctioned by

halacha (Iewish law). While a universal consensus on moral

guidelines for genetic therapy is extremely untikely, these issues

must still be addressed, because man's response to these ethical

questions will be increasingly relevanl as genetic thempy

becomes a reality.

Human genetic therapy is defined as the use of genetic

engineedng to insert a new gene into a person,s cells to replace a

defective gene and thereby cure or alleviate a disease. The new

gene can be delivered either by infecting the patient with an

attenuated virus that will insert the gene in the target cells or by

removing some of the patient's cells, inserting the gene, and

replacing the cells. Using genetic therapy to replace a defective
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r rrrr polcntially cure a disease by enabting the patient to

tlrc protein or hormone that was lacking. While genetic

|y Itity one day be a cornmon tleatment for numerous

rlrgits, at this point the clinical tials of genetic therapy

llrvc ,rrrly achieved limited success.r

As the ethical issues involved in genetic therapy depend

tlr rlt(. lrrocedure employed, it is useful to divide genetic therapy

l[lo scvcral catego es. Somatic cell gene therapy (SCT) is

porlorrrrcd on non-reproductive cells, so the resultant genetic

r,hnrgcs caused by the procedure are limited to the patient and

(,nlrxrl bc transferred to progeny. In contrast, germ line gene

th rrpy (GLT) is performed on either sperm or eggs before

i'rtrlization or on early embryos. Because GLT affects all cells

ol thc pcrson who develops fiom the modihed embryo, including

hs or her reproductive cells (sperm or eggs), the new gene will

hc irharited by future generations. A second distinction is made

hclwccn co[ective genetic therapy used to treat disease, and

Icnctic therapy used for trait enhancement, such as improving

rnlclligence or physical appearance.

Of the categories of genetic therapy, somatic cell gene

tlrcrapy, when used exclusively to treat disease, raises the fewest

rrumber of ethical concerns, with most of these issues non-

rpccific to genetic therapy. Clinical hials of SCT, like trials of

irny other medical featrnent, involve ethical issues such as
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safety, informed consent, and the balance between risks and

benefits to the participants. The moral validity of pursuing SCT

when millions lack basic healthcare is also an issue shared by

many other expensive medical therapies.2 Similarly, the claim

that SCT is 'hnnatural" because it interferes with normal human

development could easily be applied to traditional medical or

psychiafic featrnents that also change nature.r

One argument that is specific to SCT, however,

contends that manipulating peoples' genomes undermines their

humanity or human dignity. This position assumes that the

individual is a direct product of his or her genome, and any

alteration of that genome detacts from the patient's very identity

and position within the human species. Supporters of SCT,

however, argue that one's genome is not the sole determination

of personal identity. Each person is shaped by environment,

experiences, and past decisions, in addition to his or her genetic

makeup. As the genome is only a part ofthe individual, changing

a defective gene does not automatically dehact from the

humaniry or identity of that person. Furthermore, some defend

SCT by comparing it to generally accepted procedures such as

organ transplants and claim that genetic therapy is no more of a

threat to the patient's humanity or human dignity than a lung

transplant.3
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Based on historical precedent and the rulings ofmodem

rnhhirric authorities, it is clear drat thempeutic applications of

Nl'l arc halachically permissible. Dr. Fred Rosner suggests that

l(rclic therapy is included in the "mandate on physicians to hesl

lhc sick."a Furthermore, Rabbi Akiva Wolff justifies genetic

lhcrrpy under the obligatior^ of pihtach nefesh, saving a life, for

wlrrch a Jew is allowed to transgress any commandment except

lrl(,Lltry, adultery, or murder.5

There is a discussion as to whetber halachic

prohibitions are relevant to genetic therapy at all, because in

ytrcral, halacha only considers that which is visible to the naked

cyc to be significant. For example, the Jewish dietary laws do not

plrhibit the ingestion of microscopic organisms, because the

ruganisms cannot be seen without magnification. As the genes

trrnsfered in genetic tlerapy are sub-microscopic, perhaps they

rrrc considered insignificant in ialacha as well. However, Rabbi

Ychoshua Neuwirth maintains that genetic therapy is, in fact,

undor the jurisdiction of halacha, due to the signihcant

consequences of the genetic transfer. Rabbi Shlomo Zalman

Aucrbach similarly regards the genetic mateial as a halachically

significart entity. He explains that since the genetic transfer is

pcrformed by a human, it is considered as if the genetic material

crn be seen by the human eye.6
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Most rabbinic authorities agree that genetic therapy is

not considered kilayim, ore of the prohibited mixtures or forms

of crossbreeding mentioned in Leviticus 19:19. Rosner cites the

views of Rabbi Auerbach and Rabbi Neuwirth who permit

genetic therapy on the grounds that it is not kiloyim, because the

goal of genetic therapy is to "cure disease, restore health, and

prolong life, all [of which are] within the physician's Divine

license to heal." Rosner also suggests that "gene grafts" are

similar to organ grafts, which are halachically permissible.a

Additionally, Rabbi Wolffnotes that according to the majority of

rabbinic authorities, the defrnition of kilayim is limited to the

specihc cases listed in Leviticus, so the non-sexual transfer of

genetic material involved in genetic therapy would not be

included in the prohibition.5

Unlike SCT, germ line gene tlerapy raises a significant

number of unique ethical concems, because any genetic

modification performed in germ cells will be inherited by future

offspring. However, despite ethical concems over the long-term

effects of GLT, this type of genetic therapy witl probably be

perfiittedby hqlqcia because it is still part of healing the sick.a

Although GLT research is currently banned in the United States,

there is an active debate over its ethical vatidity. Objections to

GLT fall into five categories: safety, the use of embryos, the

rights of future generations, biodiversity, arrd eugenics.
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'l'he first objection to GLT involves the issue of safety.

Whrlc vrl'cty is a concem with any new medical fieatment, the

dorrgcr is usually limited to the individual patient. However, a

Irrlrtlrkc in GLT coutd also harm future generations, who will

llllrc t the modified gene. Additionally, perhaps there are

rrrrhrurwn dangers invotved in GLT that will not become apparent

rurrtrl tlrc sccond or third generation. On the other hand. the risk

prrn<l by GLT is offset by t}re unprecedented potential to cure

rhncrsc in all ofthe patient's future descendents.

The second ethical concem connected with GLT is the

lrcrlion, use, and destruction of human embryos that will likely

ht rnvolved in GLT research.? It halacha, although the early

flrrbryo is not generally considered an actual person, there are a

rnrrgc of opinions regarding the exact status of the embryo.

llcscarch on surplus pre-embryos, that may otherwise be

rlcstroyed, is halachically permissible on the condition that the

prc-cmbryos were created in-vitro for the purpose of starting a

lncgnancy but were not implanted in the uterus. Using in-vitro

Icrtilization to create embryos for the purpose of desftoying

lhcm, however, is not permitted.6

The third objection to GLT is the claim that genetic

nlterations of germ line cells would violate the rights of future

gcnerations, as the genetic therapy is performed without their

consent. However, Adam Hedgecoe offers several criticisms of
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the view that all humans have the "right to an unaltered genome."

He notes that, while the language of human dghts is powerful, it

is diffrcult to estabtish the rights of a non-existent person.s

Similarly, Rosner asserts that any medical procedure

halachically permrtted for an adult would definitely be allowed if
performed on sperm, eggs, or pre-embryos, because an embryo is

not even considered to be a potential human being until it is

implanted in the uterus.a Furthermore, Hedgecoe argues in

support of the ethical rights of parents to choose GLT for their

children. He reasons that although the choice of one's spouse

will significaatly affect the genome of any children to come from

such a union, it is not unethical for an individual to choose a

certain spouse. By extending this principle, it is also ethically

acceptable to make other choices that will a1lect the genome of

one's children, such as opting to have GLT. Hedgecoe also

responds to the argument that futule generations might not want

to have been subject to genetic therapy. Although he

acknowledges that it is difficult to predict which enhancements

will be valued by future societies, he considers it unlikely that

they will want to suffer from debilitating diseases.8

The fourth issue raised as a challenge to GLT is the

positive value of genetic diversity. Proponents ofthe biodiversity

argument claim that va ation within the human gene pool is

beneficial because it allows the species to adapt to new
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r'rrrrrlitions, and GLT would reduce this variation. Altematively,

ll uur be argued that although some seemingly harmful mutations

rrrry irlso have advantageous effects, mutations tlat cause death

or scvcre disability are not beneficial to the human gene pool. In

llnrl case, GLT directed at eliminating severely damaging

Iul tions would not reduce the positive diversity among

htrrnans.'

The final objection to GLT stems fiom the negative

lornparisons made between GLT and the R4re of eugenics

program implemented by the Nazis. Historically, the eugenics

rnovcment sought to improve the human genetic pool by

(lrnrinating undesirable genes. In the United States, sterilization

lflws wcre enacted in twenty eight states by 1931, and in Nazi

( icrmany, eugenics was used to justi& the extermination ofJews

lun(l other groups that were considered inferior.r0 However,

Nupporters of genetic therapy argue that GLT is significantly

rlil'lcrent than eugenics. While eugenics was used as a

tustification for murder or forced sterilization, GLT would

prcsumably be an optional featment offered to parents.

A(lditionally, eugenics was used to prevent 'hndesirable" people

liom reproducing, but GLT would enable couples to bear healthy

children. Despite the numerous factors distinguishing it from

cugenics, tlte social consequences of widespread GLT may still

bc cause for concem; if genetic therapy can produce healthy
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babies, but only the wealthy have access to this technotogy, then

the children of poorer classes will be at a distinct health

disadvantage.s

The future implications of GLT, such as safety concems

and social consequences, do not seem to be a major concern

from a halachic perspective. Indeed, this issue has not been

raised by any major rabbinic authority. One possible explanation

for the lack of attention paid to the long-term effects ofGLT may

be the principle that existent needs take precedence over

conjectured future complications. For instance, Rabbi Barry

Freundel argues that regarding GLT, the best course of action

should be determined based on the present reality, because G-d

is responsible for future consequences that are not under our

control.rr This approach is based on an incident recounted in the

Babylonian Talmud in Tractate Berachos (l0a). When the

prophet Isaiah rebukes King Hezkiah for failing to fulfill the

commandment of having children, Hezkiah justifies himself by

explaining that he saw with divine inspiration that his

descendants would not be virtuous, so he thought it was

preferable to remain childless. Isaiah admonishes him, "Why do

you [concem] yourself with the hidden matten of G-d? What

you are commanded to do, you must do, and what is good before

G-d, He witl do." In the case of genetic therapy, physicians must

fulfill the commandment to heal the sick. and hust G-d to take
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r,nr(' ol aspects of the futule that are not under their direct

lr rttllrl.

While the effort to alleviate suffering is a powerful

lrrlrlication for many t,?es of genetic therapy, the ethical basis

ol Fcnctic enhancement is much more controversial. Some argue

llurl humans do not have the wisdom to design themselves, and

llr(.rttcmpt to do so via genetic enhancement is like "plafng G-

rl " llowever, if a society values certain traits and promotes the

rBc of conventional means to enhance those haits, why is it

wrong to achieve the sarne results through genetic therapy?6 For

cxurnple, exercise is a socially acceptable way to increase one's

|lrysical strength. Why, then, would it be rmethical to give

lcluscs certain genes to make them stonger than the average

Irurnan, as long as their str€ngth is stilt with the normal range of

human variability? Responses to such arguments include the

(laim that genetic enhancement is a form of cheating or an abuse

ol- medicine. Furthermore, there is a fear of the social

consequences of enhancement if it becomes a common

lrcatment.8 If some parents use genetic enhancement to create

children who are smarter, stonger, or more beautiful, parents

who chose not to use genetic enhancement or who were unable to

atlord such procedures may produce children unable to compete

with their genetically-enhanced peers.
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Due to the conffoversy over genetic enhancement, it
may seem reasonable to restrict genetic therapy to the treatment

of disease. However, thete are seyeral indications that a ban on

genetic enhancement may not be a sufficient response to ethical

concems. First, some fear that if genetic therapy becomes

available in any form, it will inevitabty be used for non-

therapeutic purposes, as other medical tr€atments have been.r2

Furthermore, the distinction between therapy and enhancement

can be unclear. There are no absolute boundaries between taits

that are within a normal range of human variability and those

labeled as diseases. Should conecting short statue be considered

treating a disease or enhancing an aesthetic trait? What about

reversing baldness? The way disease is categorized is often

dependent on society's expectations. Additionatly, some claim

that enhancements aimed at preventing disease may be justified

even if other enhancements are not. For example, a genetic

immunization to make a patient resistant to the HIV virus seems

ethically similar to the accepted immunizations currently

performed.6 Genetic modifications that span the grey area

between therapy and enhancement would make it difficutt to

apply an absolute ban against genetic enhancement,

The validity of genetic enhancement in halachq has not

yet been established. The halachic justification for genetic

therapy discussed so far is derived from principles involving
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Itorlrrrg, which clearly do not cover genetic enhancements that

r rrrclated to health. Rosner conjectures that most

rlurrrecments are probably not permitted. However, he does

notc lhat Rabbi Moshe Feinstein allowed plastic sugery to

lrrpr(,vc appearance or physical featues to help an individual

llrrl u spouse, and Rosner acknowledges that genetic

0rhllccment may be altowed in similar cases.n Similarly, Dr.

Mrrylm Wahrman quotes Rabbi Rosenfeld, who states that many

nutlxrrities allow cosmetic surgery in cases of psychological

rlrstruss, thus potentially allowing cosmetic genetic enhancements

rrr ecrtain situations ifthe procedures are shown to be safe.rr

Of course, the ethical debate over genetic therapy ard

.ll)ancement has not been rest cted to the scientific and Jewish

lornmunities; most of the world's major religions have also

wcighed in on tJle conhoversy. Various Christian denominations

havc expressed a range of ethical positions on genetic therapy.

Itrr example, the Episcopal Church has no theological or ethical

objections to genetic tlerapy as long as the technology prevents

or alleviates suffering, is available to all, and does not involve

cxcessive risk. Conversely, the Methodist church rejects both

(iLT and any genetic enhancement. The Roman Catholic Church

l'<rllows the moral guidelines for genetic therapy established by

the former Pope, John Paut II, which were based on t}te values of

rcspect for life from conception to death, human dignity, and
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liberty. John Paul II was critical of genetic enhancement,

although he supported genetic therapy used to treat disease.r 
I

The deyelopment of genetic therapy is permitted by

Islamic law, as Islam does not generally impose limits on the

development of scientific knowledge. There is a prohibition

against changing G-d's creation, but Islamic scholals agree that

genetic therapy, like any other medical intervention, is not

considered an illegitimate alteration of the creation.

Nevertheless, Islamic authorities prohibit GLT and advocate

restricting genetic therapy to corectiye medical treahnents rather

than allowing enhancement ol eugenics.r 
I' 14

Buddhists are not opposed to genetic therapy in

principle. RaphaEl Logier, an expert in Buddhisnr, explains:

The body is only a vehicle for karma [the ethical

consequences ofa person's actions that determine his or

her destiny in the next incarnationl. Ifthe body has been

genetically altered or cloned, it's really not very

important. la

According to the Dalai Lama, leader of Tibet's Buddhists,

genetic therapy is not inherently good or bad; rather, the morality

of genetic therapy must be determined based on the positive or

negative consequences of such teatment.14

Considering the positions of various religions regarding

genetic therapy is beneficial for several reasons. The debate over
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lhr cthical validity of genetic therapy cannot be fully understood

wrtlrr)ut a basic idea ol the religious perspectives that influence

th(. way many people relate to the issue. Furthermore,

rr'r'ognizing the way different religions approach genetic therapy

rr esscntial for the health professionals who will be asked to feat

lnrlicnts from diverse backgrounds. Similarly, goverrunent bodies

r(l)rcscnting many groups! charged with the responsibitity of

t.st blishing ethical guidetines to limit research or genetic

lhcrapy, need to be aware of the different positions on the

srrbjcct.

Once genetic therapy becomes available as a safe and

( lllctive option, governments, communities, and individuals will

rrccd to conftont the ethical issues surrounding genetic

[lcrvention as they decide what types of keatments axe

r(ccptable. Like many modem bioethical concems, genetic

thcrapy is a forum for often-conflicting values, such as the

lcspect for human life and the desire to alleyiate suffering.

('onflicts can force people to choose one ideal oyer the other,

(lcspite the fact that both are undeniably worthy. While people

struggle with the challenges of new medical advances such as

gcnetic therapy, hctlacho gtides a Jew's efforts to find a balance

bctween the ever-increasing potential for progress and for harm.

As Rabbi Dr. Avraham Steinberg writes:
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As long as the act of perfecting the world does not

violate halachic prohibitions, or lead to results which would be

halachically prohibited, then we ate given a mandate to use

science and technology to improve the world.5
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Euthanasia
Alisa Kahr-Rose

The sanctity of life should be so fundamentally

embedded in the fabric of our society that the question of

euthanasia would be in itself distressing. Yet, somehow man's

priorities have been distorted in such a way that it has become a

fundamental debate. While there are many possible approaches

to this debate, the argument for not allowing euthanasia can be

disputed on both a religious and a secular level. From a secular

perspective, one tums to philosophy and to the political realities

ofa society. From a religious standpoint, the answers are derived

from an essential beliefin a higher power.

One might wonder how the concept of euthanasia ever

came about. It can be argued that it resulted from a simple

question: what is the purpose of one's very life? This basic

question is like a stalking ghost, haunting one's subconscious

and casting doubt as to whether or not one's time on this earth

even matters. When does a life not become worth living? Should

it be ended based on emotional or physical pain? Does pain

diminish the yalue that life contains? When faced with doubt of

this magnitude, it is natual for one to become hopeless and

depressed. Being in the state of psychological despair, one

begins to contemplate the pursuit of fieedom. Death becomes a
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Ircscntable option to obtain this freedom, creating a dangerous

nrul threatening solution - euthanasia.

There are many reasons as to why eutlanasia should be

rllcgal. The fi$t is that it has many elements of a crime such as

nrt, intent, and consequence. If allowed there is also the

flklitional question of where to draw the line between which

Irvcs can be ended and which cannot. If euthanasia is made

ruvrilable to some people, how can it be denied to others? The

rrltimate question that arises is when is a life no longer valuable.

Should it be when a person is diagnosed with a terminal illness

rrr cven when a baby is bom deformed and an elderly person

grows senile? There is only one state in the United States that

rrlkrws the use "mercy killings." In 1994, the ballot for

cuthanasia in the state of Oregon was approved and it went into

cllbct in 1997. The law was called "The Oregon Death with

l)ignity Act." This law, however, allows only the patient and not

lhe doctor to administer the lethal drugs.l

Euthanasia goes against the Hippocratic Oath, the basic

lbundation ofmedical guidelines in the United States. According

to Dr. Daniel P. Sulmasy, a bioethicist, there is a difference

between actively killing someone and allowing him to die by

withholding treatment. The Hippocratic Oath clearly states "l
will not give poison to anyone tlough asked to do so, nor will I

suggest such a plan." Based on this, the question of euthanasia's
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permissibility cannot ever be entertained. However, the oath

does distinguish between the former responsibility of not over

heating a patient and needlessly torturing someone who does not

have a chance of recovery. As the oath states, "I will use

teatment to help the sick according to my ability and judgment."

According to these two statements there are clear guidelines for

physicians to follow. Not performing heroic measures for one

who has no hope of suwival is quite different fiom actively

killing them because it is still allowing natwe to take its course.

However, by permitting euthanasia, the natural state of death and

dying will certainly vanish. Ultimately the etderly and the sick

will request hetp from their physicians to end their lives and the

world may become desensitized to the idea of taking the lives of
others.2

The Christian belief is that G-d gives life and that man

is created in the image of G-d. Additionally, one should not

impede with the natwal process of death. Specifically, the

Catholic Church is of the opinion that under no circurrstances

should euthanasia be permitted. They equate euthaaasia with

murder. As Pope Benedict XVI stated:

Freedom to kitl is not a true freedom but a tlranny that

reduces the human being into slavery...While the

Church exhorts civil authorities to seek peace, not war,

and to exercise discretion and mercy in imposing
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punishment on criminals, it may still be permissible to

trkc up arms to repel an aggressor or to have recoume

k) capital punishment. There may be a legitimate

divcrsity of opinion even among Catholics about

waging war and appllng the death penalty, but not

however with regard to abortion and euthanasia.3

Likewise. Islam also believes that euthanasia is immoral

tfil ltrohibited. Muslims hold that all life is sacred because it is

llwn lty Allah. Therefore only Allah can choose when a human

rhorrkl live and when a human should die. The Koran (4:29)

crlllicitly states, "Destoy not yourselves. Surely l//ai is ever

nrrcil'ul to you." This verse appears to support the idea that any

irrnr olsuicide is forbidden, including euthanasia.l

According to the Jewish position, G-d created each

trrtlividual for a specific purpose. Every moment ofone's life is

rnrportant and imperative. Some Jewish authorities hold that

orrc's body does not belong to oneself and therefore, one cannot

rrrake the decision to take one's life.

Many Jewish authodties believe that every second of

plin is merely a chance to cleanse one's soul before it is retumed

to the Creator. Therefore, it is far better to be punished in this

world than to be punished in the World to Come. In the

llabylonian Talmud, Tractate Avodqh Zqra (18a), this lesson is

pcrsonihed by Rabbi Chanaya ben Tradyon. He was captued by
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the Romans who wanted to kill him; in order to tortue him

before death, they placed sponges ofwool soaked in water by his

heart so that when he was bumed alive, his death and sullering

would be prolonged. Rabbi Chananya's students begged him to

open his mouth a.nd allow the flames to enter, thereby hastening

his death, but he refused. He explained that each and every

moment that G-d wanted him alive was significant, arrd he would

do nothing to change the will ofG-d. According to Maimonides

in his Laws of Mourning, each second of a person's life is vital

and one camot even close the eyes of a dying person because

they are compared to a flickering flame. Just as if you touch a

flame its light wilt go out, so too ifyou touch th€ eyes ofa dying

person, his flame may expire and his soul may leave even

seconds too early; it is therefore prohibited.a

There is also proof in the case of a woman who is

suspected of committing an act of adultery. She is given a cup of

special water which is meant to kill her ifshe is guilty but wilt do

no harm ifshe is innocent. \t lhe Mishnai Sota (3:4), one leams

that t}le more merit she has, more time elapses before her death.

As Maimonides teaches in the Laws of So/a (3:20), "Her merit

prolongs [her life] and she does not die immediately. Instead,

she continues to be weakened and suffers sever illness until she

dies after a year, two years, or three years, according to her

merit." This appears to support that idea that it is better for one
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h lrr. rrr pain in this world in order to spare any pain in the World

Ir ( ixrc. otherwise, what could account for the fact that in this

$nr., rlclaying death and prolonging suffering is more of a

,ownr(l than a punishment?

One of the major reasons why euthanasia is prohibited

rrr'rrrrling to Jewish law is because it is not up to humans to play

(ltl and decide when it is time for a person to die. In the

llnlrylrrnian Talmud, Tractate Pesachim (54b) it says "the

nrrrrcnt of death is something that is left up to G-d." When one

tlkcs their own life or the life ofothers, they are defuing G-d and

rhsearding His most precious gift. To reiterate this point, the

lfnbylonian Talmud inTruclate Avodah Zala ( l8a) states "Better

rN it that He who gave the soul should take it, and that a man

rlrould do himself no injury."

Someone who is ill should never drink that it is G-d's

will that they be sick so they should not seek medical attention.

()nc must try as hard as they can to survive. According to

Nachmanidies in his book Toras Ha'Odom, when a person is

lcoling any sort ofphysical ailment, he should not even question

gctting the opinion of a physician. In addition, Rabbi Moses of

I)remesla, the author of the Mateh Moshe, says that a physiciar

has the responsibility to heat all physical illnesses that he can and

one will receive merit in the eyes of G-d if one goes to a doctor.

The sooner one seeks medical attention, the more merit he will
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reap. Dr. Fred Rosner quotes the Shulchon Aruch (Code
Jewish Law) as saying that ,.it is incumbent upon us to heal
save liie and that withlrolding treatment is equivalent to
blood."s Additionally, one is certainly obligated to ease
person's suffering if it is possible to do so without
death. However, once treatment for suffering could potentiallv

;:' -.l"".,.fl "il H:[:"T;TJ:::.ji,l::I::
hastening death.

There are many sources in the Bible which forbid the
use of euthanasia. The first is the basic commandment of,.Thou
shalt not kill.', Many equate euthanasia with murder. There are
several places in the Bible where G_d says that He alone is
responsible for the lives ofpeople. In Deuteronomy (32:39) G-d
declares "I put to death and I bring to life, I struck down and I
will heal. " In Ezekiel ( I 8 :4) G_d exclaims , Behold, all souls are
mine." The Babylonian Talmud also states that..One who is in a
dlng condition is regarded as a living person in all respecls...6
Finally, Rabbi Jakobovits clarifies that .,any form of euthanasia
is strictly prohibited and condemned as plain murder...anyone
who kills a dying person is liable to the death penalty as a
common murder_,,4

Euthanasia becomes an option when one finds oneself
trapped in such a hopeless state that death is the only way out.
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,r slrtlc can only cloud one's mind and make one oblivious

llr. rreccssity of life. However, it is clear that it is not only

xt what G-d desires but can also be detrimental to society,

rrrg the value oflife and sensitivity people feel towards the

rty of life. Many believe that their goal in life should be to

r cvcry moment count. Life shoutd be yiewed as a precious

rrntl as an opporhurity to accomplish and succeed. Changing

crrtirc world is too great a goal for a person, but instead, one

drnrl(l concentrate on changing themsetves, to appreciate life to

llr lirllcst, and never to take the geat gift oftife for granted.
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Human Research and Clinical Trials
Eliana Muskin and Meredith Waisbord

Human experimentation has been a valuable tool

advance medical knowledge of human illness. Without

experimentation, the medical community would not have mado

the huge strides it has in combating disease. Just as medical

ethics deal with the legat and moral aspects of human

experimentation and clinical trials, so too, Jewish law provides

guidelines based on traditions derived from the Bible. both the

written and oral [aws. Although specifics of each new medical

protocol are not addressed directly in haditional Biblical law,

Jewish ethicat laws are based on correlated issues found

throughout Torah discourse.

When approaching the ethicat and moral issues

involved in clinical trials from a Torah perspective, one must

hrst question whether a doctor is allowed to perform any form of
treaftnent on patients. In Exodus (15:26) it is w tten that G-d is

the ultimate healer, as the verse reads, "I [G-d] am your healer.',

If G-d is the ultimate doctor, then any act ofhealing by man may

be seen as an attempt at diminishing G-d's omnipotence. In

addition it can be considered a lack ofbelief in His capabitities.

Rabbi Abraham Ibn Ezra, a commentator ofthe Middle

Ages, expounds on the verse quoted above, saying, "because I
am your G-d, I will be your healer from every illness that I have
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I rnlo existence on the earth." Nevertheless. most

rrc nuthorities agree that even though our health is in G-d's

lr. llrcrc is still an obligation to obtain medical help when

hccomes ill. The Babylonian Talmud in Tractate Baba

l.ru,, (lt5a) cites Exodus (21:19-20), "V'rapoh y'rapheh," as a

rorrr|r' which permits doctors to heat patients. The sages

lt{rrrlfllc the latter to mean, "And you shall surely heat"; this not

rrrrly rrllows physicians to provide medical teatment, but also

olrlrllles doctors to fulfill a positive commatdment, The Book of
l')lu, rtrion (272) and Maimonides in his Book of
( irrrrsnqndp665 (45, 295) count tle act of healing as an

ol)lrgatory commandment. Another source in the Bible that

n;proves of physicians practicing medicine is found in

l)cutcronomy (22:2) where the Bible commands "and you shall

rctum it to him." Maimonidies in his laws of Personality

llvelopment colJJr/ljents that the commandment not only alludes

kr man's permiss on, but also his obligation, to retum anothel

rrran's health. However, this responsibility only applies when

nran is physically capable ofdoing so.

There are many different issues one needs to consider

when studlng clinical trials. Judaism addresses many of these

issues by codifying laws to guide the Jewish people. Many

countries have established laws to protect participants of
research studies,
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In the aftermath of the Nuremberg Trials in 1947,

world became aware that the unregulated and unethical

experimentation on concentration camp inmates by Nazi

was cornmonplace. The Nuremberg Code established the

set of secular codes to protect human subjects in

experiments. However, Jewish Law established a code of
treatment and a set of standards that pre-dates these secular

Over the past half-century, ethical standards and codes have

established globally, to protect participants of research

experimentation. In 1947, The Nuremberg Code was created as a

result ofthe Nuremberg Trials, which charged Nazi doctors with

performing u[ethical human experimentation on concentration

camp prisoners dwing World War II. The Nuremberg Code

established the first set of codes to protect human subjects in

research experiments. The Code set forth that human subjects

must give voluntary consent in all research experiments. In

addition, panicipants must understand the risks and benefits

involved, and cannot be coerced into giving their consent.

In 1964, in Helsinki, Finland. the World Medical

Association created the Declaration ofHelsinki. Since it was first

established, the Declaration has been revised numerous times,

most recently in 2002. The Declaration, which includes eighteen

basic principles and guidelines for all medical research, was

created as an intemational statement regarding ethics in human
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rrcrl tion. The Dectaration declares that human subjects

lorrly be used if the risks to the subjects axe not greater

tlrc rcsults gained.l The Declaration "influenced the

hrtion of international, regional, and national Iegislation

rrxlcs ofconduct.2

On Juty 12, 19'14, the U.S. Congress signed the

rorrrl Rcsearch Act into law, creating the National

I trrrrrrrrssion for the Protection of Human Subjects ofBiomedical

tml llchavioral Research.r The Commission outlines the basic

,thttrl principles sunounding human research, as well as

tl or runcndations for enhancing the protection of humans in

Irr(.rhcal research. The National Research Act established that

hrrrrnn subjects must be protected in research experiments.a

ln 1979, the National Commission for the Protection of

llrrrlan Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research

relcascd The Belmont Report.a The Belmont Report established

thrcc basic ethicat principles: respect for persons, beneficence,

lrxl justice. Respect for persons encompasses two ethical

principles. The hrst principle is that "individuats should be

trcated as autonomous agents." The second p nciple is that

''pcrsons with diminished autonomy are entitled to protection'"

'lhese two pdnciples are tlte foundation for "informed consent "

Ilcneficence dictates that people must be teated in an ethical

manner by ensuring their well being during a trial. Human
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participants cannot be subjected to uDnecessary harm. Thus,

researchers must attempt to minimize harm to subjects

participating in experiments. Today, beneficence is included in

the protocol. The benefits and risks of an expedment must be

detailed before an experiment can commence. Finally, justice

ensures that when subjects axe selected for a trial, there must be

an equal distribution of people. There cannot be any advantage

to one population over another.s

Due to the Belmont Report, in l98l the Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) released regulations on human research.5

In 1991, the Federal Policy for the Protection of Human

Subjects, also known as Common Rule, was adopted. The

Common Rule ensures "a uniform system in all federal agencies

and departsnents that conduct research."a

Just as the intemational world has established

boundaries to protect human subjects in research experiments,

Jewish law has also created boundaries. When first looking at the

veme, "And you shall surely heal," one might assume that

physicians and medical researchers have free reign to practice

medicine. However. this is not so. Rabbi Abraham Ibn Ezra was

of the opinion that a doctor could only heal superficial wounds

and extemal injuries; however diseases of the intemal body,

illness, or anything pertaining to the organs or body systems,

muscles, or bone had to be left to G-d alone. In contrast, some
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r(rlmentators on the Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Baba Kqmq

(85o) say that mar nvly cure all forms of illness. This principle

(locs not always apply. For example, may doctors conduct human

( xl)crimentation if the doctor is unsure if he can heal these

prrlicnts?

To understand the limits set up by both secular and

lcwish law, one must fint leam the various approaches to human

r.xpcrimentation and clinical trials. Clinical trials or clinical

rcscarch is a study where human volunteers are used as subjects

rr order to address a specific medical question. A tdal can be

rlcsigned to answer a simple question, such as whether a drug has

tlrcrapeutic value or not. Additionally, a trial can be designed in

ru more complex manner, involving several controlling and

(ontributing factors.

There are many different trial designs: treatment,

prcvention, diagnostic, and screening. Treatment trials O?ically

lcst novel therapies, whether they are drug, surgical or radiation,

or new combinations of teatments, or approaches. Prevention

lrials test new approaches to prevention of disease, or to

lowering the risk of getting the disease. Diagnostic trials are used

lo improve tests in order to better diagnose patients. Screening

trials rypically test the most ellicient and rapid method to

tliagnose a disease. Quality of Life (QoL), or Supportive Care
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trials O?ically examine the optimal methods necessary to

improve the quality oflife for patients.6

Before a clinical trial can begin, extensive research

must be conducted in a laboratory, on in-vitro models, then on

animal models and finally on human volunteers.? All clinical

trials must be carried out according to strict scientific and ethical

principles. Each clinical trial has a protocol, which the

researchers must follow. A protocol outlines all aspects of the

study, i.e. objectives, etigibility criteda, srart points and end

poinls oI the trial. The study can have multiple objecrives.6

The major purpose of a clinical trial protocol is to
protect individuals involved in the study. Researchers performing

a clinical trial carr only use a protocol that is approved by both

the sponsors of the study, and the Institutional Review Board

(IRB) at each hospital or study site. Federal regulations require

all research institutions to have an IRB. The IRB must include a

diverse group of people including doctors, scientists, other

occupations, and at least one member who does not have ary

financial or scientific interest in the trial. After the IRB has

approved the study, it continues to oversee every aspect of the

study throughout the duration of the trial. The IRB decides

whether the protocols used are safe, and determines if they car

potentially expose trial paxticipants to unnecessary or unethical

risks. The IRB monitors that the risks to human subjects do not
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cxcccd the benefits, ensures that all participants sign an informed

c(nrsent document, and guarantees the pdvacy of all subjects

rnvolved in the trial.a'6'?

Utilizing carefully designed eligibility criteda serves to

produce reliable results and helps protect patients' safety. The

cligibility criteria ensure that those patients who are too

vulnerable will not be allowed to participate in the triat.

liligibility criteria also facilitate the derivation of sufficient

infbrmation from the trial, so that the lesults can be analyzed in

lha futue.

In order for the trial to be 'powered', it must have a

spccific minimum number of participants.6 In the past, clinical

studies were small, involving one investigator, with few patients.

The results were not computerized and it took a long time to

analyze the data. Today, with enhanced technology and

clectronic databases, analysis of clinical tdals has evolved

immensely.

Judaism dictates its own rules and regulations for a

physician or clinical researcher to implement a clinical trial.

Rabbr Eliyalu Bakshi-Doron, former chief rabbi of Israel, says

that according to the Code of Jaoish Zalr, if a doctor does not

know what he is doing, running a trial is murderous, but if he is

knowledgeabte, the doctor will not be considered a murderer if a

patient in the expedment dies. Rabbi Eliezer Ben-Shlomo, a
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contemporary of Bakshi, claims that when success rates are

higher than those of failure, a doctor may create a clinical hial.

Ben-Shlomo says, "As a rule, the physician is permitted to cause

pain and suffering to the patient as long as the pain and suffering

might be benehcial to the patient." Accordingty, a fifty-one

percent chance of success would obligate a doctor to run a trial

so as not to hansgress Maimonides' statement (Laws of Murder

2:14), "Anyone who is able to save and does not, has

transgressed that commandment of 'do not stand by idly while

your friend is being killed'."

The source for taking a risk with the possibility of being

healed comes ftom Kings II, when lepers who were dying of
starvation risked entering enemy teritory in order to be saved.

Dr. Daniel Eisenberg, renowned Jewish medical ethics lecturer,

quotes opinions that 'tange from requiring a greater than fifty
pelcent chance of cwe, to allowing even a ,remote, chance of
cure." However, when success rates for a trial are only fifty
percent, or the outcome is unknown, Dr. Eisenberg says that

Jewish law does not mandate a patient to enter the trial.ra

In an article on decoding the human genome, Rabbi

Aveener quotes Rabbi Kook who says, "It is not clear if these

trials are permissible...but there is no other path for man.,,

Sometimes there is no other choice for a patient other than an

experimental drug or procedure, so doctors must make clinical
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trials available to patients.8 Rabbi Kook would have discowaged

such trials if another choice of known consequence was

availabte. Rabbi Kook requires a doctor to ask a competent

rabbinic authority before he begins a clinical trial. It is quite

routine in Jewish law and even more commonplace in medical

matters to require a rabbi's approval. Rabbi N.D. Freedman

quotes rabbinic opinions who all advise that a personal sanction

be granted based on an individual's own specific circumstances.e

Clinical trials that promise to heal may cause injury,

danger, or even early death. One must ask himself, "Do the

benefits outweigh the possible risks?" Rabbi Irnfianuel

Jakobovits cites five issues that must be discussed before it can

be determined if clinical hials are permissible.ro First, tlere is

the prohibition against wounding oneself, as stated first in

Leviticus (19:25) and then later in Deuteronomy (14:l). Even

successful hials often have harsh side effects, such as a

weakened immune system, severe nausea, limited mobility, and

slurred speech.

Second, there is a prohibition against committing

suicide. Is a trial that could shorten life ar act of suicide?

Maimonides in his Laws of Mouming (1:l) defines suicide as

"not only someone who goes up to a roof, jumps, and dies, but

also someone who goes to the roof in an angry or distubed

mood" Suicide is when someone terminates his own life because
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he wants to die. ln contrast, early death from participation in a

clinical trial is because someone wants to live: it is therefore not

suicide.

The third issue Rabbi Jakobovits discusses is referred to

in the Baylonian Talmud as ,,chai'ye sha,ah", short term life.

This can be combined with the fourth, the possibility that a

doctor has murdered his patient by ending the patient,s tife early.

Tructzte Avodah Zara (27b) says in the name of Rabbi

Yochanan, "If it is an uncertainty whether someone will live or

die, you cannot use experimental treatment on him; if it is certain

that he will die, such treatrnent may be used on him.,, On the

same page of the Talmud, it is written that if the man will die,

"chai'ye sha'ah is negligible.', This definition needs

clarification. Chai'ye sha'ah is a fixed amount a time that is

considered life. Rabbi Jacob Reischer is quoted by Dr.

Eisenberg as stating that ifa patient will only live a few days less

if a teatment fails, it is negligible and we allow it. It appears

according to most, though, that longer time pedods are also

permissible. A few months may be negligible and Rabbi Moshe

Feinstein and Rabbi Shlomo Kluger say that if a failed trial

causes a patient to die up to a year early, it still may be

conducted.rl

Clinical trials are classified as safek pikuach nefesh, a

case where there is the potential for saving a life. It is thetefore
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pcrmissible to conduct the tdals but only when they have been

wcll tested. Maimonides says that the potential to cure a disease

lnd save a life overrides compromising short term life. Rabbi

Yosef Kairo writes that it is better for someone to die without

intervention than to actively end someone's life earty.

According to Maimonides in the Laws of Murder, "If you kitl a

'treifq' lsomeorLe who is about to die]...you are exempt ftom

transgressing the sin ofmurder." But in the preceding paragraph

Maimonidies writes, "One who kills... a sick person who is

going to die, or even someone on his deathbed, is liable for

murder." These two statements seem contradictory, but they are

not. Commentators explain that when someone is going to die

ftom "generat illness ofold age," and a trial ends his life earty, it

is murderous, but a man dying from an "ailment in his organs,"

may take part in a clinical trial, even at the risk of cutting off

chai'ye sha'ah.

The fifth and final concem about clinical tdals is the

obligation of "and you shall live." In Deuteronomy (30:19) G-d

says, "I place life and death before you," but recommends "and

you shall choose life". Life is a precious gift and should be

heated as such; one cannot act carelessly or dangerously when a

life is at stake. Trials are known to pose threats to life or to a

person's quality of life.
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a "standard of care" treatment (the control arm), in order to

(lctcrmine if the new approach is superior to the old one. There

are often multiple sites to these tdals. The trials may be

randomized, where patients are assigned to on€ arm ol the tdal

or another. To avoid any bias in the trial, they can be singly or

doubly blinded, where the participants do not know which arm

they are assigned to. In general, a treatrent or therapy will

progress to this stage only if it was promising in Phase I and II

trials. The results of a Phase Ill tdal can elucidate whether one

therapeutic approach is supedor to another, both in terms of

efficacy and in terms ofside or adverse effects.6'7

In addition to the IRB, the Data Safety Monitoring

Board (DSMB) is added for Phase III clinicat trials. The

members include statisticians, patient advocates, and doctors.

Not all members of the DSMB have an interest in the clinical

aspects ofthe triat. The main concem of the DSMB is the safety

of tlle volunteers involved. The DSMB must guarantee that the

drugs involved are not causing any unforeseen negative effects.

In addition, the DSMB obsewes the results of the trial to inswe

that one arm of the trial is not at ar unfair advantage over the

other.a'7

There are ethical issues specific to Phase III triats. If a

Phase III trial compares a new therapy against a standard of care

therapy, in order to discover a better treatment, all Participants in
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Once both rabbinic and medical professionals have

approved a clinical trial, it can proceed forward. Clinical tdals

can include data fiom thrce different phases of research. Each

phase of research addresses different questions about a novel

modality or therapy. Phase I trials are the earliest phase in testing

a new treatment in humans. In Phase I studies, researchers

examine various methods of drug delivery, and compare thei
safety profile.

The objective of these trials is to identi$, the minimal

dose necessary to be both safe and efficacious, i.e. to cause a

therapeutic effect on the patient. Unwanted side effects of the

new therapy are monitored. Phase I studies usually include only a

limited number ofpatients who are willing to expose themselves

to potential risks.6'7

The focus of a Phase II trial is different than a phase I
trial. Phase II trials focus on the efficacy of an experimental

therapy, rather than its safety, as the drug's safety has usually

been previously established in Phase I of the trial process.

However, similar to Phase I tdals, a limited number of people

participate in these tdals, due to the unlalown potential risks

involved. 6'7

Phase III triats are O?ically larger and have several

axms, or options. In these trials, patients on a novel therapy (the

experimental or interventional arm) are compared to patients on
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this triat should receive some potential treaftnent. lt would be

unethical to have a placebo arm in this trial. If a Phase III tdal

was to incorporate a placebo arm, patients must be aware that

they may be administered a placebo versus an experimental or

therapeutic therapy. Another issue that must be addressed is what

should the legitimate endpoints of the triat be? ln the past, there

have been cases where Phase III trials were terminated due to

ethical concems.6'12

Clinical triats can also be divided into three separate

groups, based ol halachic issues and rulings. The first is called

"choleh she'yesh bo sakanah," which is defined as someone who

will die from an illness that lacks sufficient treatment. A"choleh

she'ain bo skanah" is someone who suffers from chonic pain,

where the pain is not fatal but interferes with norrnal functioning.

The first two categories ofpatients volunteer themselves because

they are willing to und€rgo harm with the possibility of being

heated. The thid, an "adam barie," a "healthy man," is slightly

different. This person volunteem for the sake of research, for the

general good of markind, as well as economic benefit. A study

will not benefit a Ope tbrce penon directly, yet he is willing to

be part of the experiment.rr

Many rabbis discuss issues related to choleh she'yesh

bo sakanah. Dr. Abraham Steinberg refers to a case quoted by

the Darchei T'shuva wherc a baby had an illness that was
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untreatable except for a very dangerous surgery that could

potentially kill the infant. The prevalent rabbinic opinion was

that this procedure was permissible to perform.rr After

rcviewing t}re issues posed earlier by Rabbi Jakobovits, the

general consensus among rabbis is that expedmental procedures

and surgeries are permitted if all conventional therapies have

been employed. However, a patient is not required to take paxt

in a clinical trial if there is a possibility of shortened life or

anticipated side affects (Rabbi Bleich and Zev Aryeh Responsa).

Some allow experiments to take place on the Sabbath, even if
doing so would cause the doctor and patient to violate the laws

of the Sabbath.rr

The laws of choleh sh'qin bo sqkanah slightly differ

than those previously mentioned. Rabbi Menashe Klein and

Nahmanides say that dangerous surgery or treatment is allowed

for chronic pain based on a Tosafist conrmentary on the

Babyloniarr Taknud, Tractate Nazir (59a). ln contast to the

Iatter, the book Mor t-l'Kitzeqh writes that it is not permissible

to put oneself in a dangerous position, a "makom sakanah, " to

alleviate non-dangerous pain. According to lbe Chazon lsh

(Rabbi Abraham Yeshayahu Karelitz) and the Sqfer Chasidim

(written by Rabbi Yehuda HaChasid), as long as a doctor's

intention is to help the patient, and not to f,[ther his own career,
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clsewhere, that if the possibility of danger in the trial is very

small, one is allowed but never obligated to take part in the trial.

lf no dangerous side affects are expected, a healthy man is

obligated to help under the prohibition of standing idle.

Within Judaism, Rabbi Shlomo Zalman Auerbach

makes a distinction between "lifanav" urd "lo lifanav." The

first, tanslated titerally as "before him", means that there is an

identifiable person who can benefit from a trial. In contrast, the

second person does not know the individual who will benef,t

Iiom the tial. Rabbi Aurbach says that if a sick man is

" lifanai' , the healthy man may be experimented on, even if it is

dangerous. He perceives that the Babylonian and Jerusalem

Talmudic texts are not cofiadictory, but rather they refer to two

different cases, one of"lifanav" and the other "lo lifanav".

In recent years, various national agencies have been

established to monitor clinical trials in the United States.

Periodically the FDA inspects institutions where clinical trials

are being conducted. Alt trials whether federally funded or not,

must comply with the FDA regulations. Federal regulators create

standards for the IRB, Informed Consent, and other regulations

that further protect human subjects in research studies. FDA's

Office of Human Affairs also has a code of federal regulations.

These regulations apply to any trial in which a new drug is being

tested for approval by the United States govemment.5 The Office
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it is permissible to run clinical trials even for non life-threatening

pain. r'

Dr. Eisenberg lists opposing views detailing success

rates which would enable a patient to take part in a ffial. For a

choleh she'ain bo sakandh, it mvstbe more likely that the person

will be safe and cured of their particular ailment. In regard to

overriding other commandments of the Bible, a trial for non-

lethal sich:esses does not permit violating the Sabbath, eating

non-kosher, or disregarding any biblical or rabbinic

commandments. I I

Atthough Judaism places great value on assisting one's

fellow man, h(tlachq does not necessarily dictate that it is

permissible for an adqrn barie to take part in a trial. According

to Jewish [aw, it is completely forbidden for a doctor to conduct

a dangerous trial that uses healthy candidates.r] The Jerusalem

Talmud, Tractate Terumot (Chapter 8) says that a person must

put himself in "possible danger" in order to save someone in

"definite danger." The Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Sanhedrin

(73a), however, says man is not obligated to do so. ln fact, the

Radbaz (Rabbi David ben Zimri) calts someone who puts

himself in "possible danger" a "wise fool." Similarly, Rabbi

Kook claims that someone who is healthy and participates in a

dangerous trial is tantamount to someone who attempts suicide ol

ki1ts. The Radbaz modifies his harsh words by adding

7I



lor Human Research Protections (OHRP) is a part of the US

Departrnent of Health and Human Services, and is responsible

for volunteers in all clinical trials that are federally flrnded. The

OHRP enforces the Regulations for the Protection of Human

Subjects. Other organizations that help protect the volunteers

involved in clinical trials include: patient advocates in hospitals,

peer review, Public Responsibility in Medicine and Research

(PRIM&R), and Apptied Research Ethics National Association

(ARENA).4

There are basic ethical requirements that must be

adhered to in order to protect human trial participants. The most

important is an Informed Consent form, a document signed by

the subject stating that he or she fully understands the

implications of their participation in the trial. Inform€d consent

may not be given under duress, as detailed in the Belmont

Document. The concept of "informed consent" originated during

the Nuremberg codes. The Informed Consent document must

include: a clear explanation of what will occur during the trial,

tle benehts and risks of participating, and an altemative to

participating in the tda1. In addition, paxticiparts must have the

ability to withdraw from the trial at any time.a'6

Halacha's ideas about informed consent are slightly

different and are in some ways stricter than those that American

law requires. 'Becoming informed and giving consent...are
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required," according to Dr. Eisenberg.'o Informed consent is not

only a right that a patient has; rather it is also an obligation. The

verses, ']ou shall live" and "you must truly guard your soul"

indicate that every person must provide for himself life.

Maimonides speaks at length about keeping oneself healthy. It

is, therefore, only togical that a patient must know about all the

aspects of the treatment before joining a trial so that medical

decisions can be made responsibly. Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, a

twentieth century foremost autho ty, says that a patient's input is

"crucial to medical decision making."

There are some rabbinic authorities that claim that even

if a trial is undoubtedly beneficial, verbal coercion may be

employed. In such a case, the patient must provide verbal

consent. If he cannot be conyinced, he may not be experimented

on against his will. Rabbi Moshe Feinstein insists that coercion

may only be used in rare cases.

A doctor plays a major rule in Jewish consent because

the doctor has a greater grasp on the patient's treatment options.

Similarly, a researcher best understands the risks and benefits

invotved in a particular clinical trial. Both a researcher and a

doctor must provide a patient with all the information he may

need to make an educated decision.

More specific issues arise in dealing with children and

people who do not have the mental capacity to make decisions
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for themselves. The National Commission for Protection of
Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research only

allows children to participate in clinical trials, if they have an

informed consent form from their parents or legal guardians. At

age seven or older, the children themselves must assent to the

trial. In addition the IRB must approve the trial for children.a,615

There are many ethical issues involving patients that are

mentally ill. The basic issue is whether a mentally ill person

understands the legal ramifications of informed consent. 
I 6 Some

people believe that rulnerable people should not be included in

clinical studies. Others believe if the study is more beneficial

than the stardald therapy, then they shoutd be included in

clinical trials. Precautionary measures have been set up to help

address tlese issues. Some study coordinators may include a

surogate person not related to the patient, or having any interest

in the trial, help make an informed decision for the patient

involved.l5'16

The standard of care and informed consent required by

Jewish law as discussed in the Talmud date back to the

revelation at Mount Sinai. The moral, legal and ethical principals

of the Bible that have been debated and discussed over the

centuries are the foundation for many of the laws and standards

for human research and clinical trials that are in effect today.
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Reproductive Human Cloning
Shoshana PinskY

On February 23, 1997, an article b The Observer

rrvcalcd that Dr. Ian Wilmut of the Roslin Institute in Sweden

wus successful in cloning a sheep. This sheep, named Dolly, was

lxrrn on July 5, 1996 and was the first mammal ever to be

srrcocssfully cloned using the technique of somatic cell nuclear

trlnsfer (SCNT).l Following the birth of Dolly, scientists

rrcknowledged that it woutd only be a matter of time before

lcchnology advanced to the point where they would be able to

clone humans. This announcement resulted in a tremendous

rupheaval and debate over the ethics of human reproductive

cloning.

Cloning has a number of different definitions and can

be accomplished in a variety of ways. At its most basic level,

cloning is the process of asexual reproduction which can be

defined as the creation of a new being without the union of male

and femate gametes.2 This type of cloning occurs constantly in

nature. One example is bactedal replication, where a bacteda

repticates its DNA and undergoes binary hssion to create a

duplicate of itself. Both of the bacterial daughter cells contain

the same one chrcmosome as the original parent cell.

Unlike bacteria, human reproduction is a sexual process

which involves the fusion of male and female gametes. Somatic
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cells within the human body contain forty six chromosomes, or

twenty three pairs. Some ofthese cells are designated to undergo

meiosis where the diploid cells undergo a series of divisions to

produce four haploid cells, or cells with only one copy of each

chromosome. These haploid cells are termed gametes; a male

gamete is called the sperm and a female gamete is called the

oocfie. Fertilization of the oocyte by the sperm results once

again in a diploid cell; the two haploid cells fuse and the

chromosomes become one diploid set. This diploid cel[, now

termed the zygote, undergoes numerous mitotic divisions to form

a multicellular organism. The offspring's genetic material is thus

a combination of the DNA of both parents; it contains one copy

of each chromosome from tlte female parent and one from the

male parent.2

Based on this understanding of how a multicellular

organism is formed, one can appreciate how SCNT can be used

to produce a human clone. The process involves hansplanting

the nucleus ftom a mature somatic cell into an enucleated oocyte.

This method results in a diploid cell which contains genetic

material fiom only one parent cell; the enucleated oocye

contdbutes no chromosomes while the transplanted nucleus

provides the cell with two sets of each cbromosome. Somatic

cell nuclear transfer is a therefore a process of asexual
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reproduction since a new organism is created without the union

of two gametes.2

Oocytes are present in a female's ovaries from the time

of birth. These oocytes are gametes that have been arrested in an

carly stage of meiosis. The first step of SCNT involves

aspirating a number of oocytes from the woman's ovades and

culturing the cells until they have matured. While the length of

time necessary for maturation varies according to the chemicals

used and the reproductive status of the woman, it ranges ftom

less than an hour to two days.2

The chromosomes of the ooc)'te are then removed so

that the donor genetic material can be inserted. The most

common technique for etiminating the DNA involves aspirating

it out with a micropipette. Altemately, the DNA can be

destroyed through the use of a laser. The nucleus of lhe donor

cell must then be inserted into the oocfle. One method involves

physically removing the donor nucleus ftom the sorratic cell ard

injecting it into the cyoplasm of the oocyte. The more corffnon

technique, however, entails fusing the entire somatic cell with the

ooclte. While this results in the mixing of the cytoplasm and

organelles ofthe two cells, the oocyte is over one hundred times

larger than the somatic cell and the cytoplasm and organelles of

the somatic cell are greatly outnumbered by those ofthe oocfie.2



Being that an unfertilized ooc)4e is essentially a dead

cell, once the donor DNA is inserted into the oocle, the cell

must then be "activated." In the normal process of sexual

reproduction, an enzyme produced by the sperm actiyates the

ooclte after the two have fused. This triggers vadous chemical

processes within the cell and allows for the replication of the

genetic matedal in anticipation of cellular division. Without

actiyation by the sperm, an ooc),te cannot proceed to become a

functioning organism. As there is no fertilization of the oocyte

in SCNT, scientists must artificially activate the oocfle, often

tkough the application ofa strong electric shock.2

The oocyte with the somatic cell DNA is then culh[ed

in vitro for a few days until it is matue enough to be placed back

into the reproductive track ofa female. There, tle cells continue

to divide until they form a fully developed orgaaism. In the

hypothetical case of human reproductive cloning, the new human

produced is the clone ofthe pe$on from whom the donor nuclear

DNA was extracted; the genetic material of the clone is

essentiatly identical to the genetic material ofthe donor.2

While the DNA of the clone and the person cloned

(termed the clonee) are almost identical, a common

misconception is that a cloned person would be completely

identical to the clonee. This assumption is faulty for a number of

reasons. Firstly, the genetic material of the clone and the clone
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would differ in respect to mitochondrial DNA. The

mitochondrion is a small orgaaelle within eukaryotic celts which

is the center for cellular respiration. Each eukaryotic cell

contains many mitochondda. Unlike other organelles,

mitochondria contain small, circular chromosomes. In SCNT,

the oocyte provides the c)'toplasm for the clone. Even ifthe two

cells were fused, the c)'toplasm and organelles of the donor cells

are insignifrcant when compared to those of the large ooclte.

Thus, while the clone's nuclear DNA is practically identical to

that of the clonee. th€ clone contains mitochondrial DNA from

the donor of the oocyte and the clone and clonee are tlterefore

not genetically identical.2

A second genetic difference between the clone and the

clonee results from chromosomal mutations. All DNA

occasionally undergoes mutations as a result of outside radiation

and chemicals, as well as occasional nistakes in the transcription

and translation process. Thus, the genetic material of the clone

will atmost certainty undergo mutations which can result in

differences between the DNA of the clone and of the clonee.

Since the DNA is a bluepdnt for the proteins that the person will

produce, once it is mutated, the clone will produce diflerent

proteins than the one who was cloned which can result in

phenotypic differences between the two.z
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Lastly, the environment in which the clone is raised will
result in differences between the clone and the clonee. While
there is a debate as to whether nature (i.e. genetics) or nwture
(i.e. environment) shape a person, few will argue that nurture has

no role at all. Therefore, the clone will differ from the clonee as

a result of his or her upbringing. Not only will being raised by
different people in a different place result in differences, but the

mere fact that the two will have been brought up at different
points in time will cause significant variation in the development

ofthe two people.2

In summary, humars clones would differ from those

who are cloned both in terms of genotype and phenot,?e. In
fact, they would differ even more than monozygotic twins.

While monozygotic twins have the same mitochondrial genetic

material and are often raised in the same or similar environments,

this would not be the case for clones. While all would agree that
identical twins are two distinct people with different
personalities, it should be noted that clones would be even more

different.2

Despite the fact that clones would not be completely

identical to the clonee, a number of potential benefits and uses

for human reproductive cloning can be envisioned. Firstly, a
human clone that is genetically related to a parent could be

created for couples who cannot conceive a child through natural
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means. The nucleus ofa cell would be extracted fiom a somatic

cell of one of the parents and tmnsplarted into the oocle of a

woman. This technology could be used both for infertile and

homosexual couples,2

Somatic cell nuclear transfer could also be used to clone

a child who has died or is on the verge of death. Parents could

presewe the nucleus from a somatic cell of their child and

through somatic cell nuclear transfer, scientists could create a

clone of their deceased child. Similarly, one can envision the use

ofnuclear transplantation to clone a deceased spouse.2

Another potential use of human reproductive cloning

would be to create genetically compatible organs and tissues for

a person who is ill and in need of a transplant. It is often very

difficult to find a compatible organ or blood donor. Moreover,

there is a shortage of people willing and able to donate organs

when compared to the number of people in need of organs. By

creating a clone ofthe person who is ill, another human could be

created who is genetically compatible to the ill person in ordff to

donate blood or an organ. Already there are stories of parents

with an ill child becoming pregnant in the hope that the new

sibling would be a compatible donor; through the use of somatic

cell nuclear tansfer, parents would be guaranteed that the

siblings would be genetic matches.2
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A last, but perhaps most controversial, beneht of human

reproductive cloning would be the creation of clones to further

scientific knowledge. The cloned individuals could be used as

subiects in furthering research of somatic cell nuclear transfer.

Additionally, the clones could be used to fur:ther understand the

relationship between natue and nurhle in the development of a

person.'

While no known cases of human cloning are currently

known, scientists agree that it is only a rnatter of time belore the

technology advances to a point where a human could be

successfully cloned through SCNT. The question then axises as

to whether it is ethically and morally acceptable to clone a

person. Ethical concems have been raised by both religious and

secular groups alike. On FebruNy 24, 1997, one day after the

announcement of the successful cloning of Dolly, the Clinton

administration charged the National Bioethics Advisory

Commission with investigating and analyzing the ethical

implications of human cloning.r President Clinton also placed a

temporary ban on the use of federal money in cloning research

and asked pdvate research companies to voluntarily cease any

research on human cloning.i The National Bioethics Advisory

Commission reported its ltndings in June of 1997, which were

based on discussions with clergymen, ethicists, scientists, and

physicians. The Commission concluded that a wide range of
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moral, Iegal, and ethical issues are involved in evaluating human

reproductive cloning. Concems that would seem to oppose using

the technology for human reproductive cloning include issues of

safety, the treatment of chil&en as objects, the value of family

structure, and individuality. On the other hand, ethical issues

such as personal freedom and the right to conduct scientific

research would seem to argue for the further development of

technology. The Committee concluded that human reproductive

cloning should be barmed untit further information about the

safety of the proccdure be determined. Furthermore, they

advised that the ban on human reproductive cloning not be lifted

unless expedmental trials are regulated with independent review

and informed consent.r

The National Bioethics Advisory Committee

acknowledged that a person's stance on human reproductive

cloning will depend on one's religious perspective. Different

religions have different views on the mattel and even withil a

given religion, the opinions ofindividuals are often mixed.l

Presently, the Catholic Church is the stongest opponent

of cloning. Catholics give a number of reason for their sfong

opposition. Firstly, they believe that arr embryo is considered a

human and is imbued with the sanctity of life fiom the moment

of conception. ln the case of somatic cell nuclear transfer, once

the donor nucleus is ftansplanted into the ooc)'te, the resulting
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diploid cetl would be given the status of life. Inevitably, such

cells will be destroyed in the process of pedecting the tecbnique

of somatic cell nuclear transfer. As such, human reproductive

cloning is not objectionable in itself but the process that would

eventually result in successful clones can be equated with

murder.2

Catholics also see the actual cloning of humans as

unethical. The Catholic Church teaches that G-d implants a soul

within each person at the time of conception. Catholics therefore

believe that while cloning might result in a biological human,

without the fusion of sperm and egg the spidtual component ol a

person is missing. The clone would have a physical form but

lack a soul. Moreover, they feel that the creation of a new

person by scientists steps over the boundary of what

distinguishes man from G-d. While it is acceptable for humans

to study medicine to arsi.s/ in reproduction, the Catholic Church

believes that tlte actual act of creating a person should remain

sotely in the hands of G-d.':

Lastty, Catholicism places a strong emphasis on the

value of "common human experience." Therefore, the Catholic

Chuch must also take into account the effect that cloning would

have on society as a whole. The "natural law" or "moral law" of

the world dictates that a faditional family, sexual relations, and

procreation are atl linked together.2 SCNT would cause
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confusion over the status of parents as the individual who

donates his or her genetic material for cloning would technically

be both a parent and a twin ofthe clone. The children produced

from this technique would be the ones who would suffer as a

result of this confirsion.a Cloning would place a strain on tle

"natural law," ard therefore, on all of society.

While the Protesta.nt Church opposes human

reproductive cloning, their stand against it is not as strong as that

ofthe Catholic Church. Protestants have mixed responses to the

question of whether cloning poses a problem of 'llaying G-d."

While atl Protestarts believe that G-d created the world, they

differ in what they perceive as man's role in the trniverse. Some

Protestants see man as partners with G-d in the maintenance of

the world arrd believe that it is the job of humans to protect and

guard the world which G-d created. In other words, G-d created

the world and entrusted it to man to maintain. As such, cloning

is extremely problematic as it allows man to create a new person

and not just oversee that which was created by G-d. However,

other Protestants view humans as "co-creators" with G-d. They

believe that C-d created a world and gave it to man, and it is

marr's responsibility to improve the world arrd continue in the

creative process. Those who accept this second view would not

see cloning as an attempt to'llaying G-d."2
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However, even Protestants who see humans as "co-

creators" would view human cloning as problematic for a

number of othel reasons. Much like Catholics, Protestarts

understand the Bible as valuing heterosexual maniages. Cloning

allows for homosexual couples to raise a child genetically related

to one of the partners as one of the partners could be the one to

donate the DNA to be cloned. This ability for genetic bond

could give dse to more homosexual unions, which Protestants

feel would lead to a breakdown in the traditional famity unit.2

Furthermore, Protestants understand the Bible as placing

femendous value on human life and fear that "manufactudng"

children through SCNT wilt detract fiom this important value if
life can be created on demand in a laboratory. Secondly,

Protestants worry that human reproductive cloning would take

away from the concept that children are gifts from G-d. Lastly,

as noted above, there would be loss of embryos in the

experimental stages of human cloning. Like Catholics,

Protestants also see embryos as imbued with life and in

perfecting the technique ofcloning humans, tife would be lost .2

The Muslim perspectiye of human reproductive cloning

is complex due to different values ard principles within Islam;

some of these tenets would seem to support cloning while others

would oppose it. Therefore, it is not so clear as to whether Islam

would support or oppose human reproductive cloning.
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The Koran is the Muslim code of law and Muslims therefore

look to it to formulate an opinion on the morality of cloning.

'f'he Koran states (23: 12-14):

We created a man of an extraction of clay, then We set him,

a drop in a safe lodging, then We created of the drop a clot,

then We created of the clot a tissue, the We created of the

tissu€ bones, then We covered the bones in flesh; thereafter

we produced it as another creature. So blessed be G-d, the

Best ofcr€ators!

ln these verses, the Koran makes it clear that humans are integral

partners with G-d in the creation of man. Based on this idea,

some Muslims see cloning as permissible as it is arother way of

creating mart in which humans are involved.2

On the other hand, some Muslims quote different verses

from the Koran (75: 37-38) as proof that Islam is opposed to

human cloning:

Was he not once a drop of a sperm that had been split, and

thereafter became a germ-cell-whereupon He created and

formed [it] in accordance with what [it] was meant to be,

and fashioned out ofthe two sexes, the male and the female?

These two verses seem to support the view that G-d is the

Creator of man and that humans are the agents involved in the

process. Given this view, humans would not be allowed to create
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man on their own through the process of somatic cell nuclear

transfer.a

In addition to these verses from the Koran. three

recurring themes that can be fiaced through Islamic law which

would influence a Muslim's decision on the permissibility of

cloning. The flrst theme is the value placed on scientific

knowledge. Since scientific snrdy can further one's awe of G-d

and the brilliance of His universe, Muslims believe that scientihc

study is a form of divine worship. This would seem to support

the advancement of human cloning as long as the knowledge

acquired in studlng cloning is used to benefrt mankind.

Furthermore, most Muslims claim that G-d desires the creation

of life. Therefore, any scientific knowledge used to create more

life would certainly be acceptable.2

A second theme in Muslim law is the emphasis on the

importance of heterosexual marriages. The Koran states (51:

49): "And of everything We have created pairs that you be

mindful." This verse is interpreted by Muslims as a command

for hetelosexual marriages. As such, Muslims would oppose

human reproductive cloning if it would lead to an increase in

homosexual marriages. Furthermore, human reproductive

cloning would appear troublesome even for heterosexual couples

given the fact that only one parent is genetically involved in

creating the clone.2
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Thirdly, Muslims believe at that the fetus is infused with

a soul six weeks after conception. Cloning would therefore be

problematic since embryos often die before birth when using

somatic cell nuclear transfer. If the fetus was to die after six

wceks of gestation, there exists the possibility that hurnan

cloning could be considered murder.2

These seemingly conflicting views and themes within

lslam are cause for a lot ofdiscussion as to the molality of ethics

of human cloning. While no one position is clear, there is much

heated debate within the Islamic community conceming the

cthical considerations involved in human reproductive cloning.

Judaism's stance on cloning is somewhat hard to define.

On one hand, Judaism preaches restraint before committing ar

act which may be prohibited according to Jewish law or which

may result in negative consequences which could not have been

predicted. On the othel hand, cloning could be viewed as

permissible and even commendabte if it would help a person

fuIfill an obligation they would otherwise be unable to fulfill.6

Rabbi Israel Lipschuetz, a German rabbi who lived during the

late eighteenth to early nineteenth c€ntury, wrote Tiferes Yisroel,

a commentary on the Babylonian Talmud. Amongst his

comments on Tractate Yadayim, he explains that "anything

which we have no reason to prohibit is permitted, without having

to find a reason for its permissibility. For the Bible does not
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mention every permissible thing, but rather only those which are

forbidden." Given this principle, Judaism views human

reproductive cloning as permissible unless an aspect of the

technology or its ramifications violates a law or principle aheady

laid out in the Bible.6

Within Jewish law, there exists an obligation for men to

have children. The biblical obligation to haye one son and one

daughter is derived fiom the verse in the Bibte where G-d

commands Adam "peru u'revu"- be fruitful and multiply

(Genesis l:28). The question then arises as to what is required

of a man in order for him to fulfill this obligation. Is the

obligation for procreation satisfied by the contribution of genetic

material to form a new being or must this be accompanied by the

combination of his genetic matedal with that of a woman's? If
the former suffices, a man could fuIfill his obligation to father

children through SCNT if he is the one to donate the genetic

material. Therefore, if cloning allows an infertile male to have

children and fu1fil1 a biblicat commandment which he would

otherwise be unable to satisry, one could see the case for

considering cloning permissible. However, cloning could at

most be considered a good deed but not an obligation as males

are only required to procreate thrcugh natural means. There

does not exisl any obligation lor a man to engage in any
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reproductive technology if he cannot have children through

normal sexual intercourse.s

However, if the commandment of procreation requires

the combinqtion of male ard female genetic material, the

obligation of procreation is not fulfilled though cloning. All of

the primary genetic rnaterial in somatic cell nuclear transfer

comes from one person. If this is the case, the cloning of humans

woutd not be looked upon as favorably by Jewish authorities.s

It is importart to note that Jewish biblical taw onty

obligates a male to have children and does not place this

commardment upon women. Therefore, if the genetic material

being cloned is taken from a somatic cell ofa woman, no biblical

commandment is futfilted. Furthermore, while most Jewish

authorities do not see any transgression of Jewish law in the

process of SCNT itself, a violation of Jewish law could occur if
the gestational mother ofthe clone is married. Some autlorities

maintain that a married woman is prohibited from sewing as a

gestational moth€r for a child other than her husband. They hold

that such an action would fall under the prohibition of adultery.

Thus, Judaism advises against creating a clone from a woman's

genetic malerial as it would not fulfill any biblical commandment

and at tlre same time, could lead to a transgression of biblical

law.5 The question then arises as to whether cloning

violates any fundamental Jewish beliefs. According to Jewish
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ffadition, there is no issue of ,.plaflng G-d,, involved in human

cloning. Rabbi Yehudah Loew of pragu e (the Maharal) explains

that G-d created the world in six days but altows man to be part

of the creative process and continue to create anew. Man was

commanded by G-d with "umilu es haaretz vekivshuha', _ fill the

earth and conquer it (Genesis l:28). Commentators have

explained this verse to mean that man not only has permission,

but even has a responsibility, to continue to develop the world

and be involved in the creative process as long as no violation is

transgressed in the process.5 Nachmanides, a Jewish sage who

lived in the fifteenth century, goes even further to explain that

within this commandment lies permission for man to utilize the

various fields ofscience to ',conquer the world.,,7

Furthermore, Judaism distinguishes between yes}

me'ain, creatirrg something from nothing and yesh me'yesh,

creating something form from previously existing matter. While

man is allowed to create something new from matter that already

exists, Judaism believes that the creation of something

completely new is a power reserved for G-d. Cloning through

the method of SCNT is clearly yesh me'yesh, creating a new

person fiom genetic material that already exists in the world. As

such, human reproductive cloning does not appear to inlringe on

the powers reserved for G-d.6
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Jewish authorities agree that a clone would haye the

status of a fult-fledged human who possesses a soul. Jewish

tradition indicates that throughout history, sages have created

golems, artificral beings formed from dust. These beings had the

ability to move and act on their own but as they did not have the

capability of speech, an ability that distinguishes man from

animals, they were considered to lack a soul. Jewish authorities

have determined that since human clones would have the

capability for speech, they would be considered humans with

souls. Jewish authorities have also stated that a creatue is

considered a human if its mother is a human. As the Babylonian

Talmud in Tractate Niddqh (23b) points out, "an animal-like

creatue bom of a human moth is regarded as a hr.tman being."

Moreover, an organism gestated within and bom lrom a human

mother is considered to posses a soul. As such, a clone is not

only considered human but also considered to posses a soul like

every otler human being does. Furthermore, Jewish authorities

have also determined that a standard for distinguishing between

humans and animals is whether the creature is capable of

advanced thought. As a clone is clearly an intelligent being, he

01 she would be considered a human.6

Some object to human cloning on the basis that chil&en

may be exploited if they are created to fulfrll a specific purpose,

such as acting as a soluce for organs. Not only is creating a
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clone in order to procure organ and blood donations not

considered an exploitation of a human, but it may in fact fulfill

an obligation. Jews are obligated in the commandment of "ve-

rappo ye-rappe" (Exodus 2l :19), which translates as "and you

shall surety heal." This phrase obligates Jews to heal those who

are sick, using all of the technology and medical knowledge

available.r It would seem to follow that if the technology of

cloning can be used to help heal one who is ill, Jews may be

obligated to use this technology as long as no other prohibitions

are transgressed in the process.

In summary, Jewish law does not see cloning as the

ideal method of procreation. However, if the technotogy

advances to the point where creating human clones is a

possibility, Jewish law can foresee the possibility that cloning

might not only be permissible but also advisable in certain cases.

As Rabbi Broyde, a contemporary Orthodox Jewish authority

explains, "One is inclined to state that halacha (lewish law)

probably views cloning as far less than the ideal way to

reproduce people. However, when no other method is available

it would appear that Jewish law accepts that having children

through cloning is perhaps a commandment in a number of

circumstances and is morally neutral in a number of other

circumstanced."6
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Given that human reproductive cloning appears to be

permissible in certain cases, Judaism must address the question

of the relationship of the clone to the various people involved in

his or her creation. This is especially importart since according

to Jewish law, a person's religious identiry is established by

one's mother. Only if a child's mother is Jewish is the child

considered to be Jewish. Thus, it is very important to define the

parents of a clone. Additionalty, Jewish taw places restrictions

on the sexual relations a person can have with certain of his or

her relatives. It is therefore important to define the relatives of

as clone to ensure that no incestual relationships take place

accidentalty.5

According to Jewish law, it appears that the gestational

mother is considered to be the legal mother of a chitd. While

motherhood is conferred to the woman in which conception

occurred, children who are conceived in a laboratory are

considered to be the child ofthe woman into whom they are later

transplanted. Therefore, most Jewish authorities rnaintain that a

child created through SCNT would be considered the child ofthe

gestational mother, not the egg donor.5

The question then arises as to the relationship b€tween a

woman who donates her nuclear genetic material for cloning (the

clonee) and the clone. Given that the mother ofa child normally

contdbutes half of the genetic material to the child, it would
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appear logical that a woman who contdbuted all of the genetic

material also be considered the child's mother. Accordingly,

there are certain authorities who maintain that according to

Jewish taw, if the genetic material to be cloned is taken fiom a

woman's cell, that womar would be the child's mother' Even

according to Crose authorities who maintain that only the

gestational mother is the legal mother of the child, the woman

donor would be considered a possible mother and any sexual

prohibitions that apply between a child and his or her mother's

relatives would be applied to the relatives of the donor mothel.5

Rabbi J. David Bleich mentions that some prominent

Jewish authorities, including Rabbi Shlomo Zalman Auerbach,

maintain that a child can have mole than one mother. These

authorities would then hold that both the gestational mother as

wetl as the woman who donates t}te nuclear genetic material

would be considered the mothers ofthe child. lt would also be

possible to make a case that the child would have thee mothers

since the woman who donates the enucleated egg is also

considered instrumental in the child's creation.5

There is equal uncertainty surrounding the father of the

clone. lfthe donor ofthe nuclear genetic material is a man, it is

reasonable that this male would be considered the father of the

child. Just as in determining the mother, if patemity is

determined in sexual reproduction by the contribution of half of
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the gen€tic material, it would foltow that if a mar contributes a//

of the nuclear genetic material, he would be considered the legal

father ofthe clone. However, certain prominent authorities, such

as Rabbi Waldenberg, maintain that in the case of human

reproductive cloning, there is no lega1 father. Rather, patemity is

only confemed in the case of sexual relations between a man and

woman. Most Jewish authorities do not hold by this position and

agee that if a male donates the genetic material, he is the father.

Only ifa female donates the genetic material is there no father of

the clone.5

In summary, if the genetic material is donated by a

male, he is considered by most authorities to be the father ofthe

child and to have fulhlled the commandment ofprocreation. The

mother of the child is less certaini most authorities maintain that

the gestational mother is the legal mother while others hold that

in a case where the woman donates the genetic material, she is

the mother. Yet others hold that a child can have more than one

legal mother according to Jewish law and if such is the case, the

gestational moth€r, the genetic donor, aad possibly the egg donor

would be considered the clone's mother.

Given that the clone and clonee have almost identical

genetic matedal, some question whether the two should be

classified as siblings (more precisely, as twins), rattrer than as

parent and child. However, Jewish law defines siblings as
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individuals who share one or two parents. Since the clone and

clonee have different mothers and dillerent fathers, the two

cannot be regarded as siblings according to Jewish law.5

Human reproductive cloning is a very sensitive issue

and people of different religious groups feel that a govemment

endorsement or ban on the practice limits their religious

freedom. However, the current Bush administration has come

out against human cloning. In 2002, the President's Council on

Bioethics issued a report that supported a ban on human cloning;

this ban would not only prohibit the creation of any cloned

embryos but also woutd prohibit the transfer of a cloned embryo

into a woman.8 However, as science and technology continues to

advance and human cloning becomes more of a reality, the issue

of human reproductive cloning is likely to be revisited and

reevaluated once again.
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Organ Donation
Rebecca Sinensky

Today, organ donation is a common practice in the

United Statcs. When an individual with speciflc organs that are

still heatthy organs is on the verge of death, his ot her family

must make a decision as to whether they want to donate the

organs ofthe sick relative. Ifthe organs are donated, another sick

individual who would die without a transplant is given a new

chance at life and hope for survival.

Despite the frequency of organ donation today, there is

a dire need for more organs. It is currently estimated that while

about seventy people receive an organ transplant each day,

approximately sixteen people die waiting for a transplant.r Thus,

close to twenty percent of people on trarsplant waiting lists die

without receiving the transplant necessary to keep them alive.

As of January 20, 2005, there were 87,205 peopte on fansplant

waiting lists.2 Given the above statistics, about seventeen

thousand of these people will not receive a transplant, the only

cule that can gmnt tiem the lives they are rapidly losing.

Secular ethics dictates that organ donation is not only

permissible, but possibly also morally obligatory. Because the

donor will die anyrray and according to many standards is

considered dead, it appears logical that he or she donate organs

while the organs are still viable for transplantation. Most organs
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are only viable for transplartation for a short time after death.

Therefore, it would appear that the right course of action for the

relatives of a dying individual on life support would be to

disconnect the dying person from tife support arrd quickty

harvest the organs to allow for transplantation.

When the ethics of orgar trarsplantation first became an

issue, Islam opposed organ donation. However, the Muslim

Religious Council changed its stance and now encouages organ

donation as long as the donor consents to the procedure in

wfiting. One caveat to the Muslim view is that the donation must

happen immediately after the organs are harvested; they cannot

be stored in an organ bank for future use.l

The Roman Catholic Church is a strong proponent of

organ donation and portmys it as a good deed, an act of chadty

and brotherly love. Former Pope John Paul II declared:

Those who believe in our Lord Jesus Christ, who gave

His life for the salvation ofall, should recognize the

wgent need for a ready availability oforgans for

transplants a challenge to their generosity and fiaternal

love.

Roman Catholic leaders, however, have cautioned that the organs

must be taken only after the donor's death and that the donor's

wishes must be taken into account and treated with utrnost

respect.3
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Similarty, the Lutheran Church is also a firm supporter

of orgar donation. In 1984, the Lutheran Church in America

(LCA) publicly acknowledged its support of organ donation.

The statement said that as orgarr donation is an act of brotherly

love, members of the Lutleran Church should make

arrangements accordingl, so that their orgars car be harvested.

The Church, however, was wary about organ trafficking.3

Many religions echo the Romaa Catholic position and

agee that while organ donation is permissible, the donor's

wishes must be the crucial factor which determines whether his

organs will be donated. Followers of the Presbyerian Church,

Mormons, Hindus, and Buddhists all concur with this position.

While there is nothing in their religious beliefs that should

prevent organ transplantation, they respect the dght of an

individual to make a personal decision about the fate of his or

her own body.3

Judaism takes a very interesting stance on organ

donation. The main question ofwhether one can donate organs is

related to both respect of the dead and the definition of death in

Jewish law. The former sphere of respect of the dead related

laws poses several problems to the permissibility of organ

dorra'tior. Ni,wl hanet is a prohibition that forbids unnecessary

mutilation of a dead body. Autopsies, under normal

circumstances, are therefore forbidden. Rabbis do permit an
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autopsy to be performed under certain circumstances, such as a

case in which determining the cause ofdeath may result in saving

other lives. Therefore, it can be concluded that the rabbis agree

that saving lives, pikuach ne/esh, ovenides the prohibition of

niwl hqmet. Halanat hamet is a prohibition that forbids the

delay of the burial of the dead. All rabbis agree that pikuach

nefesh, savirg lives, overrides this prohibition as well. Hqna'at

hamet is a prohibition that forbids one from deriving any benefit

fiom a dead body. All rabbis agree that pikuach nefesh overides

this prohibition as well. Consequently, since organ hansplants

save lives, all ofthese prohibitions can be suspended.a

However, it is not as clear that the laws pertaining to the

definition of death can be disregarded. One is not permitted to

kill one tife to save another. Therefore a determination must be

made as to whether death occurs only when the heart irreversibly

ceases to beat or when there is no irreversible cessation of all

bmin activity, including the brain stem, even though the heart

continues to beat. Harvesting of most organs must be completed

while the heart is still beating. If it is determined that death is the

cessation of the heaxtbeat, then most critical organs would not be

able to be harvested. But if Jewish law determines that death is

the cessation of brain activity, then one would be able to donate

such organs.
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The Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Ioza (85a) rules that

ifa building collapses on the Sabbath when no work is permitted,

and there is a chance of survivors, people can violate the Sabbath

and dig for survivors. The question is raised of how far one is

allowed to continue to dig to see if the last person is in fact dead.

The discussion proceeds by attempting to determine whether a

person's breath or heaxtbeat is the key indicator of life. In the

discussion, the Bibilical verse (Genesis 7:22) "kol asher nishmat

ruach chaim biapav"(all, in whose nostrils, is the breath of the

spirit of life) is quoted to express that the neshama (the soul) is

based in the breath. Therefore, it can be concluded that one is

only allowed to continue to dig untit he reaches the nostrils. This

would imply that the indicator of life is respiration.

Rabbi Bachya ben Asher (commonly refened to as

Rabbeinu Bachya) states on his commentary to Deuteronomy

(6:5) that the heart is the sanctuary of the neshama axld, it rs the

first thing to be created and the last thing to die. This means that

the time of death is determined by the cessation ofthe heartbeat.

Maimonides (2:19) afi the Shulchan Orach (Code of Jewish

Law) (329:4) disagree and believe that the lack of respiration

determines death. They derive this from the Talmud tiat states

that one can dig until he reaches the nostrils.5

Maimonides (4:5) brings another example to prove that

the determination of death is not clear-cut. If a person is actively
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dlng one is supposed to let him die and in certain instances, not

artificially prolong life in a state of suffering. The question is

raised ofhow one can be 'dying'because iflack ofrespiration or

a cessation of heartbeat is death then someone is either dead or

alive and cannot be in a stage between death and life. How car

one be in a quasi state of living? Rabbi Moses Isserlis in his

commentaxy ot the Shulchan Aruch (330:5) further proves this

point. If a woman dies in childbirth one can attempt to save the

baby. This is problematic, however, because it is difflcult to

determine at what moment the mother dies and thus at what

moment one can save the baby. If too much time passes tlen the

baby will also die. Ifrespiration is the death indicator then Rabbi

Isserlis would not have asked his question because it would be

clear when the mother died. Therefore, lack of respiration may

not be the indicator ofdeath.

The Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Ohalot (l:6) states

that a person is rlot tameh (impure) until his soul leaves him.

This principle applies to animals as well. When an animal is

decapitated, it is dead even though it is still moving; these

movements are merely spasmodic and do not stem fiom the one

central soulce, the brain. Life exists solely in the brain.5

Research has proven, conhary to the conclusion ofprior

sources, that it is brain activity which serves as the indicator of

life and not respiration alone. Thus, when the Talmud states that
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one can continue to dig until the nostrils to determine if the

victim is alive, it using respiration as a test to determine if there

is life but not as the actual determination oflife.

Rabbi Moses D. Tendler, a rabbinic authority ard

bioethicist, maintains that brain death determines death.

Therefore, once someone is placed on a respirator and all brain

activity has ceased, his organs can be harvested because he is

already dead. However, there are rabbis who disagee with Rabbi

Tendler and believe that death occws only upon termination of

heart activity and, therefore, orgars cannot be donated. Orgar

donation is a complex issue and tlerefore, a Jew is advised to

consult a rabbi before making such a decision.
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Arti{icial Insemination
Rachel Yamnik

Artificial insemination is usually utilized by couples

who are having difficulty oonceiving children largely but not

exclusively because of male infertiliq,. It is a procedure that

involves semen being deposited into or neax the cervix of a

wornar's uterus using a syringe. There are two categories within

artificial insemination: Artihcial insemination by husband

(homologous insemination, AIH) and artificial insemination by

donor (heterologous insemination, AID).I Atthough this

procedure enables otherwise infertile couples the chance of

having children, it raises a myriad ofethical issues for Christians,

Muslims. and Jews.

According to the Lutheran Church there are few ethical

problems when it comes to AIH. However, Lutherans believe

that the marriage bond and reproduction are intertwined.

Therefore AID is not ethically permifted because this procedure

violates the significance of sexual intercourse within marriage

and tle importance of parenthood. This separation violates the

Divine institution of maniage.2 Helmut Thielicke, author of Tle

Ethics of Sex, also regards AID as ethically unacceptable for

similar reasons. He asserts that the problem is presented when

the third party (donor) who is introduced into the marriage

relationship interferes with the sacral unity of the couple's
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relationship. In accordance with these standards, facing the

reality of being childless or adoption is preferable to AID, even

with the husband's consent.3

Ethicist Joseph Fletcher expresses a dissenting view

within the Lutheran Church. He argues that what is important is

the personal relationship present in a marriage. Since a donor is

not entering into an intimate relationship, AID is permissible. In

addition, he says that parenthood is not just a physiological

relationship but also a moral relationship with a child. Even

though there are dissenting views within Lutheran Church, the

main approach to AID is that ofcontempt.a

The Roman Catholic Church similarly has accepted

AIH, while its core rejects AlD. Pope Pius XII first formulated

opposition to heterologous insemination in 1949 both outside

and even inside the boundaries of maniage. Regardless of
whether the husband agrees to this procedure, the Roman

Catholic Church condemns AID for virtually the same reasons as

the Lutheran Church.s

According to Islam, AIH is permissible as long as it
involves only the husband and wife and it takes place within the

confines of the mariage. Additionally, mastubation must be

avoided when obtaining the semen because it rs haram

(forbidden) in Islam.6 AID is unacceptable according to lslamic

law. It is not considered adultery, but morally it is viewed as
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reprehensible as adultery. This procedure is also punishable but

not as severely as adultery. The child that results out of this

procedure is considered illegitimate.T

Within Judaism, there are many issues regarding

artificial insemination, especially when the semen inserted into

the woman does not belong to her husband. There is a strong

consensus that artifrcial insemination by the husband is allowed

as a last resort for reproduction. In addition, there must be a

considerable amount of time that the couple has tried to become

pregnant independently. Some rabbis also impose that AIH

should not be done during the period of the dtual impurity of a

wornan. Finally, in older to obtain the sperm of the husband the

prefered method is though a condom arrd all cares should be

taken to avoid masturbation.8 Such unanimity does not exist

when a donor contributes the semen. Should this qpe of

conception be viewed as an act of adultery and is the child now

yiewed as a mqmzer (an illegitimate child)?

A particutar text in the Babylonian Talmud, Tractate

Chagiga (l4b-l5a) sheds light on this weighty query. Ben Zoma

(a Talmudic sage) was asked wheth a high priest is allowed to

marry a pregnant virgin. A pdest is not permitted to marry a

divorcee, a female offspring of an impermissible marriage of a

priest, and a prostitute. The high priest is further restricted and

can only marry a yirgin (not even a widow). Ben Zoma answered
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that this is a raxe, yet feasible case, as it is possible for a woman

to become pregnant and still remain a virgin as demonshated in

the Midrashic legend of Ben Sira. Tbis Midrqsh suggests that

Ben Sira was biologicalty the son of the prophet Jeremiah and

his daughter. Jeremiah was in a bath when he was attacked and

taken away causing him to ejaculate into the warm waters ofthe

bathtub. Jeremiah's daughter, unaware of what had happened

earlier, bathed in her father's bathwater. Her father's semen

entered her vagina while she bathed and impregnated her with

Ben Sira.

Some rabbinic authorities, including Rabbi Moses

Feinstein, are of the opinion that the arrival of sperm into a

woman's body in an act other than intercourse, as in the story

above, does not constitute adultery. Therefore the child produced

by this procedure is not a mqmzer. Consequently, he believes

that artificial insemination using a donor, even if the source of

the sperm originated from a non-religious or non-Jewish person,

may be permissible according to Jewish law.e

Howevet, other rabbis, such as Rabbi Eliezer

Waldenberg, holds that artificial insemination using a donor is

forbidden according to Jewish law. He claims that one cannot

compare the passage in the Talmudic passage regarding the birth

of Ben Sira to artificial insemination because that situation is

very rare. Furthermore, getting pregnant by semen that was in a
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bathtub constitutes no act of insertion in contrast to artificial

insemination, which involves th€ active insertion of the sperm

into the woman. Since AID is a virnral act of intercouse, it can

be considered questionable adultery and the child produced is a

qtestionable mamzer. In a sense, a questionable rlramzer is worse

than a bona-fide mamzer, because wbile a mamzer is allowed to

marry a convert or another mamzer, a questionable mamzer is

not permitted to marry anyone. Rabbi Waldenberg also opposed

this procedure for fear of its negative impact on society.e He was

concemed that heterologous insemination wilt not only be

utilized by married women but also by unmarried woman who

now can circumvent mariage and have chitdren.ro This would

tremendously weaken the institution of marriage. Therefore, he

concluded that not only is AID forbidden, but it is an act of

debasement as well.

However, if a person is of the opinion that AID is

permissible, the integral question of patemity must be answered.

Determining the legal status of the father is important for legal

support and inheritance. In addition, if the father (donor) is

unknown, there is a problem for the child's future mariage.

There could be a potential for incest if such a chitd marries an

incestual relative as defined by Jewish law.

According to Jewish [aw, the concept of sevedng a tie

with a biological father is only applied to cases of conversion
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and intermaniage. Wlrcn someone converts to Judaisr4 he or she

is considered rebom and therefore atl ties to his biologicat

parents are severed. In the case ofintermariage, Jewish law does

not recognize the patemity of a man over his child bom to

another religion. Thus, if a Jewish man marries a non-Jewish

woman the law does not recognize his status as the father of the

child and therefore the child is considered a non-Jew. This is so

because he is considered to hav e beet ma/kir zerah, given up his

sperm. Conversely, if a Jewish woman marries a non-Jewish

man, the law does not recognize the patemal right of the non-

Jewish father and the child is considered Jewish. The same is

true with the sperm of a donor. When the donor is donating his

sperm he is doing it with the intention of giving it up. 
I I

The next problem that arises is the marriage options ofa
child conceived by AID. Rabbi Waldenbetg and others, who are

opposed to AID, declare that this child has no options-he may

not marry. Howevet, adherers to Rabbi Feinstein,s opinion

believe that AID is permissible and the child is heated as a

normal Jew for all intents and purposes, including marriage.

However, to avoid incest it is necessary to use a non-Jewish

donor because t}ten other children of the donor are not

considered related to this child even if they were to convert. The

identity of the donor's religion is determined by the religion of
the majority of the men in the community that the child is
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conceived in. If most of the males in that community are not

Jewish then it is presumed that the sperm used from the sperm

bank in that community is ftom a non-Jewish donor.r2

In conclusion, the common literatue out today and the

dominant opinion among Jewish authorities seems to be in

concurence with Rabbi Waldenberg in believing that AID is

impermissible according to biblical and rabbinic law. Two events

that occurred bolstered this position. By the tat€ 1960s and early

1970's, AID was made available to maried as well as to

unmafiied woman. In addition, sperm banls were now allowing

the option of knowing who the donor of the sperm was and

therefore there was no longer a severance between tie mother

and the donor father.r3 As a result Rabbi Feinstein's

interpretation ofthe donor's sperm as maJkir zerah is no longer

applicable. Even though the dominant opinion is that AID is not

allowed, a Jew must consult his or her rabbi if ever faced with

this quandary.
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Do Not Resuscitate in Slow Motionl A Jewish

Perspective
Rabbi Richard Weiss, M.D.

One of the most tense and intense clinical experiences

in medicine is the participation in cardiopulmonary resuscitation

(CPR). While the primary goal is to restore adequate circulatory

and respimtory function, maintaining proper diSnity of the

patient is anothfl extremely worthy consideration. One specific

form of CPR which is not formally taught in medical schools or

described in textbooks is referred to as a 'slow code'. Actually,

within the medical community this procedue bears a number of

terms of endearment, such as - light blue, Hollywood codes,

partial codes, and show codes.rThe 'slow code', as referred to in

this text, is designed to go through the motions of resuscitation

but without the normal aggressiveness of routine CPR. It is

performed with the hope and intent of failing to restore a

heartbeat and/or spontaneous respiration. For example, during

chest compressions, one normally attempts to compress the

sternum to a depth of 1.5-2.0 inches. In a slow code, the depth of

compression might be much shallower than that. Certain drugs

might not be utilized that otherwise usually are. The duration of

the entire code may be shortened, and the overall enthusiasm,

att€ntiveness, and urgency on the part of the staff diminished.

The question is: why would hospital staff who are trained to help
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patients and who dedicate their lives in doing so, perform half-

hearted resuscitative procedures?

CPR was developed in 1960 at the Johns Hopkins

Medical Center. As a new therapy, it was assumed to be

appropdate for all types of patients, and was administered to

anyone who experienced cardiac arrest. Based on observations

overtime, th€ medical community developed the perspective that

CPR was not beneficial to all patients, and was even harmful to

some. In certain patients, it is felt, successful CpR wilt not

improve the overall condition of the patient. Specifically, the

quality of life ofpatients who, for example, are in the end stages

of terminal illness or suffer from advanced dementia, will not be

enhanced.2 The basic argument thus being, that such a procedure

is qualitatively futile by not having the potential ofimproving the

patient's quality of life. In fact, it is the beliefofmany, that CpR

in some patients prolongs their agony and may actually increase

the level of discomfort, thus resulting in a decrease in quality of
tife. Quatity of life is a fundamental principle in bioethics, but is

rather difficult to precisely define and evaluate.

According to the President's Commission for the Study

ofEthical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral

Research, "quatity of life is an ethically essential concept that

focuses on the good of the individual, what kind of life is

possible given the person's condition, and whether that condition
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will allow the individual to have a life that he or shc vicwi rr

worth living."3

Some factors that may b€ relevant to quality of life

determinations fiom an objective perspective include: physical

mobility, freedom ftom pain and distress, the capacity to perform

the activities of daily life and to engage in social interactions'

Patients who authodze a Do-Not-Resuscitate order (DNR)

exercise their legal right of self-determination and autonomy ln

many clinical cases, hospital staff are faced, from their

pempective, with a dilemma when such an order was not

o{ficially authorized by the patient, family, or health care proxy'

In these cases, a segment of the staff rlay stongly feel that the

patient would be ill served with resuscitative efforts' They

maintain, furthermore, that they are not required to provide

treatments that axe futile, and as such, inappropdate On the other

hand, however, without a valid DNR, they are generally obliged

to provide CPR and have a responsibility to adhere to the

patients implicit or explicit wishes. Hence, the unofficial

development ofthe 'slow code' to attempt to satisry both sides of

the dilemma. The slow code, it is argued, respects the wishes of

the patient and family and avoids subjecting the patient to the

detrimental consequences of what is believed to be an

inappropriate intervention. Slow codes are not formally ordered

by physicians. They axe not discussed with the patient or family
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imminent. Because the onset of cardiopulmonary arrest

does not permit deliberative decision making, decisions

about resuscitation must be made in advance... Because

it is deceptive, physicians or nurses should not perform

half-hearted resuscitation efforts ("slow codes").1

Dr. Gail Gazelle correctly points out that, 'No clinical

intervention performed in a secretive manner will be one that

enhances a patient's right to self-determination."r

The above point of view seems straightforward and

logical. Deceiving a patient is inherently unethical, and is in

direct opposition to fundamental principles of patient self-

determination and informed consent. It is, therefore, most

interesting to note the following response to Dr. Gazelle's article.

The slow code should not be seen as an attempt to cheat

the patient, or more ftequently his or her family, but

rather as a way ofatlowing the family to accept that the

outcome ofdeadl was inevitable, even though

aggressive measures were used....the slow code can be

seen as a ritualistic comforting hand on the shoulder of

a grieving family member.....".5

While the notion of comforting a family and facilitating their

acceptance of the death of a loved one can be very healthy and

well placed, other more direct and compassionate methods than
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in advance. They are simply implemented by uno{ficial intemal

discussions among staffwho sincerely believe that this is the best

clinical choice given all the considerations. Such decisions are

clearly laden with serious ethical implications. For example, does

the slow code respect patient autonomy and his/her right to make

medical decisions or is it actually an act of disregard for patient

autonomy, aad designed to placate the family and cLcumvent

legal implications? Should the performarce of a procedure (in

this case CPR) which is deemed medically futite be left to the

sole discretion of medical staff, and can medical staff be

obligated to provide care they feel is unwaranted and possibly

harmful? If medical futitity based on quatity of life

determinations are truly within the decision making domain of

medical staff, does the staff have the right to substitute a

meaningless and physiologically futile procedure in its stead.

Two specific ethical issues regarding slow codes which this

*riter would like to address are: deception and dignity. The

perspective of both general bioethics principles ard of halacha

(Jewish law) wilt be considered.

The Ethics Manual for the Ethics and Human Rights

Committee of the American College ofPhysicians states:

Intervention in the case ofa cardiopulmonary arest is

inappropriate for some patients, particularly those with

terminal irreversible illness whose death is expected and
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one that misleads and ignores direct communication should be

utilized.6

Deception in Jewish law is considered a serious offense.

According to the Babylonian Talmud , Tractate Chulin (94a) it is

forbidden to deceive any human being, and such deception

(referred to as g'neiyat dd'atsteali\g one's knowledge)

constitutes a violation ofthe biblical commard not to steal.T The

prohibition is dehned as giving the impression that one is doing

something beneficial specifically on behalf of another person,

when in realiry one is nol (Shulchan Aru&rt, Code of Jewish Law,

Choshen Mishpat, 228:6). The misimpression can be conveyed

by speech or action (Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Lav.ts of

Sales, l8:1). Consequently, the performance ofa slow code may

very well be a violation of deception according to Jewish law as

the impression is clearly being conveyed that something

beneficial is being done for the patient, when in reality the

procedure is of little or no benefit. While the patient is unaware

ofwhat is presently transpiring, he/she may have previously been

under the impression that a fult effort of CPR would be

performed at some point in the future il needed. In addition,

family members who assume routine resuscitatiye efforts will be,

or were, performed are implicitely or explicitely being misled.

Dr. Al,ralam Steinberg states unequivocally, "Sometimes a

partial CPR ("slow code") is performed without the use of
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medications or a respintor. Such a partial CPR is uncthicul rilrco

its only purpose is to show the family that CPR was attemptcd or

to avoid a lawsuit."8

A second factor that should serve as an additional

motivation against the performance of slow codes is the dignity

of the patient. Judaism places an extremely high value on proper

respect of the deceased. A deceased individual is considered

intrinsically sanctified, comparable to a Torah scroll. As such,

Rabbi Yehiel Mikhel Tukechinksy explains in his book, Gesier

H'Haim (Brrdge of Life), that any procedue performed on the

deceased which disrupts the body structure is prohibited. As Dr.

Cazelle indicates, slow codes are not nec€ssarily benign

procedwes, and may be invasive and traumatic.r It is this wdter's

impression, for example, that with certain patients even shallow

chest compressions may hactwe, or crack, the stemum. If the

person experienced a cardiopulmonary arest, and is not

resuscitated, then that person is considered dead from the

moment of arest-not from the time the slow code is called off.

Even without alteration of the physical body of the person, CPR

without any realistic goal of resuscitation is in disregard for and

disrespect to the vcry same human dignity that the staff may be

trying to preserve.

Based on thc abovc rcasons, this wfiter feels that

Judaism cannot condonc thc slow codc. In spite of generally well
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intentioned medical staff that sincerely care about the welfare of

the patient, the approach ofthe slow code is not the answer to a

difficult dilemma. This article is not designed to resolve that

dilemma, but to sensitize the reader to the need of the

comprehensive care of the patient-including the actual moment

of death. Appropriate care and concem must continue at all

times.
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